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Introduction

This guide was constructed as part of MoTIF (Mo Thesaurus of Irish Folklore),  a collab-

orative project led by the Digital Repository of Ireland (DRI) and the National Library of

Ireland (NLI).

One of the project aims was to produce guidelines on the construction of thesauri for

librarians, archivists, museum professionals and other information professionals. The

guidelines are contained in this document and are accompanied by a pilot thesaurus of

Irish folklore.

A thesaurus is a:

‘controlled and structured vocabulary in which concepts are represented

by terms, organised so that relationships between concepts are made

explicit, and preferred terms are accompanied by lead-in entries for syn-

onyms or quasi-synonyms’ (International Organization for Standardization

2011, 2013). 

Thesauri are vital and valuable tools in content discovery, and in information organisation

and retrieval, activities common to all fields, including cultural heritage and higher edu-

cation as well as business and enterprise. Thesauri allow information professionals to

represent content in a consistent manner and enable researchers, employees and the

public to find this content easily and quickly. These guidelines will give professionals the

advice that they need to improve their own data management processes by adhering to

international standards and best practices.

Guidelines
These guidelines were produced to provide a comprehensive introduction to and advice

on how to construct thesauri following international standards and best practice. To this

end, ISO 25964 Thesauri and interoperability with other vocabularies, an international

standard published by the International Organization for Standardization1 was consulted

along with other writings in the field by knowledge managers and knowledge organi-

sation experts. Existing thesauri were also consulted. 

1 http://www.iso.org/ (last accessed 22 October 2013).



The idea for the project arose following the Digital archiving in Ireland: National survey

of the humanities and social sciences DRI report, which identified a number of problem-

atic areas in the indexing of Irish-language names, both personal names and place

names, as well a large number of either custom-made vocabularies or international

vocabularies adapted for use with Irish content (O’Carroll and Webb 2012). The guide-

lines offer advice on how to bridge this vocabulary gap and ensure that information

professionals have the advice they need to improve their own data procedures by adher-

ing to international standards and best practices such as ISO 25964-1. Information and

documentation: Thesauri and interoperability with other vocabularies. 

The first section of the guidelines contains an introduction to thesauri, examines the dif-

ferences between thesauri and other controlled vocabularies and explains why thesauri

are important in indexing and searching. The second section of the guidelines introduces

the main elements of thesauri: terms and concepts; relationships; notes; and methods

used to structure a thesaurus. The third section looks at what to consider when planning

a thesaurus while the fourth section covers the construction process itself, using a pilot

thesaurus as an illustrative example of some of the decisions that need to be made.

Multilingual thesauri, mapping thesauri and the Semantic Web are covered in the fifth,

sixth and seventh sections.

Pilot thesaurus
A pilot thesaurus on Irish folklore was constructed as an illustrative example and proof

of concept for the guidelines and is now available online.2 The report data from the

Digital archiving in Ireland: National survey of the humanities and social sciences DRI

report, combined with professional knowledge and research, revealed areas where a

pilot thesaurus would be of use. These included folklore, history, drama, theatre and

Irish-language culture (O’Carroll and Webb 2012). Irish folklore had the most potential

for reuse among specialised collections across Ireland and no thesaurus existed for this

content to date. There were also a number of existing, comprehensive sources, which

could be consulted in the creation of a pilot thesaurus on Irish folklore. 

The pilot thesaurus contains approximately 500 terms, mostly in English, which have

been organised using the method of facet analysis, the most explicit approach to knowl-

edge organisation in the library and information science field (Hjørland 2013). It has

been arranged with the fundamental facets at the top of the hierarchy. The pilot the-

saurus contains examples of the most important elements in a thesaurus, including

equivalence, and hierarchical and associative relationships as well as notes. These are

7

2 http://apps.dri.ie/motif/



used as illustrative examples and the pilot should not be considered exhaustive in this

regard. The sources consulted for this pilot include two chapters, on livelihood and

household support, and nature, from Seán Ó Súilleabháin’s Handbook of Irish folklore

(Ó Súilleabháin 1942). Other sources were Béaloideas, the journal of the Folklore of

Ireland Society and Dundes’ The study of folklore (Dundes 1965; Folklore of Ireland

Society, 2012).

The creation of a more comprehensive thesaurus of Irish folklore would necessitate the

inclusion of additional vocabulary resources. Potential future work could include the

development of a multilingual thesaurus in both English and Irish as well as the repre-

sentation of the thesaurus in the Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS), a

Semantic Web specification designed to support the use of thesauri, taxonomies and

controlled vocabularies on the Web (World Wide Web Consortium 2012).

8



Introduction to thesauri

What is a thesaurus?
Different types of knowledge organisation systems (KOSs) and knowledge representation

systems abound. From controlled vocabularies to authority lists and from classification

schemes to taxonomies, thesauri and ontologies, different systems are used to define

and describe terms and concepts, and to organise knowledge for better search and

retrieval. In practice, there is overlapping in the use of terms such as controlled vocabulary,

taxonomy, thesaurus and ontology to describe similar applications and knowledge organ-

isation activities across different fields. Hedden’s The accidental taxonomist (2010) notes

that the word ‘taxonomy’ can be used to denote a wide range of knowledge organisation

systems aside from a traditional hierarchical classification (Hedden 2010a). A number of

commentators have discussed the similarities and differences between controlled vocab-

ularies, taxonomies and thesauri (Garshol 2004; Hedden 2010a; Leise and Fast 2002;

Pidcock 2003; Taxonomies and Controlled Vocabularies Special Interest Group of the

American Society for Indexing, n.d.). Their essential characteristics are outlined below:

Controlled vocabulary: this is a restricted list of terms, as distinct from concepts,3 that

can be used for names, places and subjects. No structure is required in a controlled

vocabulary although one may be present. Equivalence terms such as USE and Use For

(UF) may be used as see reference types and all terms in a controlled vocabulary should

ideally have an explicit definition but this is often not the case. Examples of controlled

vocabularies are authority lists, taxonomies and thesauri such as the Library of Congress

Subject Headings, and The Getty Research Institute’s Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT).

They also include website site maps and navigation menus. 

A controlled vocabulary is used to provide consistency across search and to ensure that

non-preferred terms are not overlooked. The use of controlled vocabularies to describe

people, places, things, genres, forms and subjects ensures that all the relevant records

are found or collocated under a single term. Controlled vocabularies also remove any

ambiguity in a search and improve the precision of the results. For instance, if a purely

full-text keyword search was performed on a database for the term ‘roses’, the results

would be some text containing quotes from Shakespeare which may not be desired:

‘What’s in a name? that which we call a rose

By any other name would smell as sweet;’

9

3 For the purposes of thesauri and their construction, a distinction is made between terms and the concepts
that they describe. This is discussed in the section Main Elements of a Thesaurus.



By contrast, a search for the controlled vocabulary term ‘roses’ would only bring up

those documents that have been indexed, or tagged, with the subject heading ‘roses’.

Taxonomies: a taxonomy is a controlled vocabulary traditionally arranged into a hier-

archical tree structured using parent/child, whole/part or instance relationships.

Taxonomies use broader term (BT) and narrower term (NT) to denote these relationships

and may also use equivalence terms. In recent years, especially in business and corporate

knowledge management, the term taxonomy has taken on a broader usage and tends

to be applied to many types of vocabulary, including controlled vocabularies, authority

lists, thesauri and ontologies.

For the purposes of this document, taxonomies will refer to the simpler hierarchies,

which do not contain associative relationships although the hierarchies may be con-

structed in much the same way as a thesaurus. Taxonomies can be used for organisation

and navigation both internally or in the form of a navigational menu on a website. They

can also be a form of classification where, typically, a child node contains many of the

properties or attributes of its parent nodes. In both cases, the taxonomy tree improves

search by allowing users to browse for terms higher or lower in the hierarchy. 

Thesauri: a thesaurus is also a controlled vocabulary but contains more complex rela-

tionships than a taxonomy. These relationships include hierarchical relationships such as

BT and NT, see also and equivalence relationships as well as associative relationships

such as related terms (RTs).

A thesaurus can be referred to as a networked collection of terms where all terms are

connected to each other and not only assists users in finding information but also in

understanding it.4 The most recent international standard for the creation of thesauri is

ISO 25964. Thesauri and interoperability with other vocabularies published in two parts

in 2011 and 2013. This gives recommendations on the development and maintenance

of thesauri for information retrieval and their interoperability with other vocabularies. It

also defines a thesaurus as a:

‘controlled and structured vocabulary in which concepts are represented

by terms, organised so that relationships between concepts are made

explicit, and preferred terms are accompanied by lead-in entries for syn-

onyms or quasi-synonyms’ (International Organization for Standardization

2011, 2013).

10

4 Thesauri bear some similarity to ontologies, although they both perform separate functions. Gilchrist noted
that semantic networks contain more complex treatment of relationships than thesauri but ‘there is no intrinsic
reason why a conventional thesaurus should not be extended and elaborated to include, for example, term
definitions, notes on term usage, and more explicitly defined relationships’ (Gilchrist 2003). Thesauri, ontolo-
gies and other Semantic Web technologies are discussed in the section Thesauri and the Semantic Web.



Why are thesauri important?
Improving a user’s ability to find the information that they are looking for quickly and

easily is the main goal of most thesauri and other controlled vocabularies and the ISO

standard mentioned above outlines how they do this. Thesauri are tools that allow both

the indexer and the researcher to use the same terms to describe the same subjects or

concepts, allowing for easier search and retrieval of information about a particular

domain (International Organization for Standardization 2011). By doing so, they support

the indexing, retrieval, organisation and navigation of information (Hedden 2010a). The

relationships in a thesaurus guide users to more general or more specific concepts by

allowing them to navigate through the vocabulary and to choose the most suitable terms

for their content. This navigability of the thesaurus makes it much more useful than a

simple controlled list of terms as it allows a user to browse a subject domain or website—

the thesaurus can be displayed alphabetically by terms or instead be used as a systematic

structure of hierarchical or classified relationships to act as a navigational tool and map

of the domain. Associative relationships in a thesaurus can also direct a user towards

related terms making connections that they may not have previously considered. In cat-

aloguing, a thesaurus can also be used as a source of metadata5 for subject cataloguing

(Broughton 2006a) as it can connect different objects together and improve discovery

of and access to materials by exploiting all of the above features.  

Thesauri also have their place in business. Significant time and money is lost when

employees spend time searching for content on an intranet and cannot find it quickly

or easily. Indeed, in some cases they cannot find the information they are looking for at

all. If a customer cannot find a product on a website they go elsewhere, usually to a

competitor (Stewart 2011). A form of faceted navigation, in which products are arranged

by their characteristics or principles of division, is now visible on many websites, for

example shirts may be arranged by colour, by material or by size. A business may choose

a more complex thesaurus for internal search and retrieval and a simpler taxonomy for

website navigation but the construction processes are the same and an effective product

navigation system will employ many of the techniques of thesaurus construction.

The following sections will outline the main elements of a thesaurus as well as the main

issues to consider during the construction and planning process. These sections aim to

act as a comprehensive introduction to thesauri and to ensure that information profes-

sionals have the advice that they need to improve their own data procedures by adhering

to international standards and best practices. 

11

5  Metadata is ‘data about data’ or ‘a set of data that describes and gives information about other data’ (Oxford
English Dictionary Online), available at www.oed.com (22 November 2013).



Main elements of a thesaurus

This section will outline the main elements that are needed to construct a fully functional

thesaurus. It will include an overview of the terms and concepts involved and the rela-

tionships between them, the notes that can feature in thesaurus term records, and node

labels and arrays. This section will also provide a brief introduction to facet analysis, a

popular method of constructing a thesaurus in such a way that it conforms to the hier-

archy rules outlined in ISO 25964-1, part one of the most recent international standard

for the creation of thesauri. It also briefly describes the main characteristics of the ISO

29564-1 data model and the reasons for its development.

Terms and concepts
Each term in the thesaurus should be used to represent only one concept. ISO 25964-

1 is the first thesaurus standard to explicitly state the difference between concepts,

which are units of thought, and the terms which we use to express them. This distinction

was maintained rigorously throughout the text and a data model was included to further

clarify the distinction and to ensure that it is followed.

Fig. 1. Concept and term as defined by ISO 25964-1 (International Organization for Standardization 2011)

Clarke and Zeng note the importance of this distinction between term and concept

when considering thesauri in an electronic environment as humans are able to see that

a thesaurus contains both concepts and terms. We can use concepts and terms inter-

changeably and still draw correct inferences. A computer, however, is unable to do so

and this can easily be seen from the following example they give showing the problem,

which arises when no distinction is made between the word ‘man’ and the concept

‘man’ within the computer system (Clarke and Zeng 2012).

12

Concept

Term

Concept: Unit of thought

Term: Word or phrase used to label a concept



Fig. 2. Example of incorrect inference where lack of clarity between concepts and terms exists (Clarke and
Zeng 2012)

This distinction is also very important when considering the possible equivalence rela-

tionships, which can exist between terms and concepts. The term/concept distinction

also creates greater clarity and equality among languages when constructing multilingual

thesauri. Both of these issues will be discussed below.

Compound concepts
Compound concepts are common and a decision must be made on whether or not to

include them as they are in the thesaurus or to break them down into simpler concepts

in a process known as ‘splitting’. This decision is usually based on the needs and knowl-

edge of the users of the thesaurus and what will be of most use and most

understandable to them. Compound concepts are usually composed of the focus of the

term, or its head, and the modifier, which narrows the focus and scope of the concept.

For example, in cattle lore, the focus is ‘lore’ or ‘animal lore’ and the modifier is ‘cattle’.

In these cases, where it is possible to split the terms and with full consideration of the

users of the thesaurus, the focus ‘lore’ and the modifier ‘cattle’ are split. 

Fig. 3. Example of ‘splitting’ a compound concept/compound equivalence from the pilot thesaurus

This is the method undertaken by some thesauri such as the Art & Architecture

Thesaurus.6 In the AAT, compound terms are split if the separated terms combined still

express the same concept as the compound term itself. Where the separated terms

express something different to the combined terms, the AAT recommends keeping the

compound concept intact (Harpring 2009). In theory, very complex concepts could be

broken down into many simpler terms but ISO 25964-1 notes that ‘consistency becomes

even harder to achieve if the concept is split into more than two components’

13

'man' is a three-lettered word.

Socrates is a man.

Therefore, Socrates is a three-lettered word.

cattle lore

USE animal lore + cattle

animal lore

UF+ cattle lore

cattle

UF+ cattle lore

6 Getty Research Institute. Art & Architecture Thesaurus, available at: http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/
vocabularies /  aat/ (22 November 2013). 



(International Organization for Standardization 2011). Broughton also advises against

the semantic splitting of compounds, for example ‘arthritis’ USE ‘joints’ + ‘inflammation’,

as this can cause confusion especially where a term is well known and familiar to users

(Broughton 2006a).

The decision to split compound concepts can often be a subjective one. ISO 25964-1

outlines five options to consider when dealing with compound concepts:

1. Admit the compound concept as is;

2. Split the concept into separate terms, use the compound concept as a non-preferred

term and indicate the preferred terms with a USE tag, for example USE cattle + folklore;

3. Trial the compound concept and accept or reject it after a specified time period;

4. Reject the concept but retain it as a non-preferred term pointing to a broader concept;

5. Reject the compound concept completely if irrelevant or rarely used (International

Organization for Standardization 2011).

The standard also goes into greater detail on factors and circumstances to consider when

deciding to split compound concepts and also recommends developing a set of criteria

appropriate for the subject matter or audience in order to maintain consistency across

the thesaurus. Whatever decision is made on the splitting of compounds, their treatment

should be consistent across the thesaurus.

Fig. 4. Examples where splitting of compound concepts is appropriate 
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Where compound concepts can be

expressed by the combination of

simpler concepts, that is the focus

and the modifier can be split

without ambiguity or loss of

meaning

Where the focus is a part or compo-

nent of the modifier

cattle lore

USE animal lore + cattle

household floors

USE households + floors
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Fig. 5. Examples where splitting of compound concepts is inappropriate

Relationships

Equivalence relationships

Equivalence relationships such as USE and UF (Use For) are used to denote equivalence

between terms (not concepts) and to distinguish between preferred terms and their syn-

onyms or quasi-synonyms. A synonym is a term, which has the same meaning or covers

the same concept as another term or multiple terms. A quasi-synonym is a term that

does not usually have the same meaning as the preferred term but does in the context

of a specific thesaurus. USE and UF occur in pairs as the preferred and non-preferred

Where separating the terms

results in a loss of meaning

Where the term is well-defined

and familiar to users

Where a complex concept is 

semantically split

Where a concept is split into

more than two components that

is the focus is accompanied by

more than one modifier

hungry grass

In Irish folklore, hungry grass, is a spot

of cursed grass. To split these terms into

hungry + grass would result in a loss of

meaning and introduce ambiguity.

fairy forts

The term could be split into fairies +

forts but fairy forts is a common term

familiar to users.

shebeens

Semantically splitting the complex

concept shebeens into bars + illegal

activities will be confusing for users and

result in the loss of a specific term that

will likely be sought.

wedding feast amusements

USE wedding feasts + amusements

Splitting the above into weddings +

feasts + amusements would result in 

an increasing lack of consistency in

indexing and search.



terms will reference each other in a reciprocal way. In addition to non-preferred terms,

USE and UF relationships may also be used to denote misspellings, deprecated terms,

abbreviations or slang in the thesaurus. Equivalence relationships are also used when a

term is deemed too specific and can be represented by a broader term. 
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Synonyms/quasi-synonyms

Use of a broader term

Inclusion of variant spellings

clay

USE earth

terriers

USE dogs

sheep-dogs

USE dogs

mastiffs

USE dogs

tabus

USE taboos

earth

UF clay

dogs

UF  terriers

sheep-dogs

mastiffs

taboos

UF tabus

Fig. 6. Example of USE and UF relationships

Equivalence relationships can only occur between preferred and non-preferred terms.

No relationships exist between non-preferred terms. An equivalence relationship cannot

occur between a term and a concept; this is because it is the term that represents the

concept. In a multilingual thesaurus, equivalence relationships exist between concepts

across languages but these do not use any explicit relationship terms to express this. 

Fig. 7. Example of an equivalence relationship across and within languages

English

dogs

UF hounds

hounds

USE dogs

ga: madraí

Gaeilge

madraí

UF cúnna

cúnna

USE madraí   

en: dogs



Hierarchical relationships

Hierarchical arrangements are common in thesauri and are represented using the broader

term and narrower term relationships. These terms denote relationships between the

concepts (not the terms) in a thesaurus and indicate whether a concept contains or is

contained by another concept. The BT and NT relationships correspond to the terms

superordinate and subordinate used in classification and the terms parent and child used

by taxonomists (Broughton 2006a). BT relationships are used to direct users to a concept

that is higher up in the thesaurus hierarchy and therefore a broader or more general

concept than the one they were seeking. Likewise, NT relationships direct users further

down the hierarchy to more specific terms. Usually, each term has only one broader term

(monohierarchy) but, occasionally, some terms may have more than one broader term

(polyhierarchy). Hedden advises against the overuse of polyhierarchies as they can become

confusing and take away from a clear, navigable structure (Hedden 2010a).

Like USE and UF, BT and NT are reciprocal in nature and occur in pairs. 

Fig. 8. Examples of BT and NT reciprocal relationships

Hierarchical relationships can be used to broaden and narrow a search effectively and

ensure that narrower terms fall within the scope of the broader terms, thereby allowing

for an exploded search, also called recursive retrieval. An exploded search occurs when

the terms further down in the hierarchy from the selected term are retrieved along with

the selected term. This feature is dependent on the capabilities of the indexing and display

software. Exploded search may not be implemented in specific software packages.

Fig. 9. Examples of mixed categories or types in BT and NT reciprocal relationships

17

Animals

NT cats

NT dogs

Cats

BT animals

dogs

BT animals

Animals

NT cats

NT dogs

NT dog kennels



Fig. 9 shows an example of mixed categories in a hierarchy. In this instance, a search for

dogs would also retrieve information about dog kennels, which many not be desired by

the user. This mixing of categories can be avoided by constructing a thesaurus using the

three main types of hierarchical relationships. These are:

The generic relationship: also known as the genus/species or a thing/kind rela-

tionship. This relationship can be tested using the all-and-some test. In the above

example, some animals are dogs and all dogs are animals so dog is placed correctly

in the hierarchical arrangement. However, some animals are not dog kennels and

all dog kennels are not animals. By using this test we know that the placement of

the concept ‘dog kennel’ under ‘dog’ does not follow a logical arrangement and

should be reconsidered.7

The partitive relationship: also known as the whole/part relationship. In this type

of relationship, a narrower term belongs under, and only under, one particular

broader term, and cannot form part of another term under any circumstances. ISO

25964-1 recommends that the partitive relationship only be used for systems and

organs of the body, geographical locations, disciplines or fields of discourse, and

hierarchical social structures (International Organization for Standardization 2011).

The instance relationship: this relationship is used to name particular instances

of a class of things, for example dogs NTI Spot. (See Fig. 11 for list of relationship

codes.)

Associative relationships

Associative relationships denote related terms in a thesaurus. They are used to indicate

that different terms in a thesaurus are related in some way or have an overlapping scope.

They thus allow users to expand their initial search into different aspects of the subject.

As Hedden notes: 

‘since the purpose of the associative relationship is to inform the indexer/

searcher that other terms exist, it is the associative relationship indicating

related terms in other hierarchies that is most helpful’ (Hedden 2010a).

ISO 25964-1 also notes this and recommends that, as terms within the same hierarchy

will already be covered by BT and NT relationships and will share a common broader

scope, they do not need a separate RT relationship. However, this should be reconsidered

where concepts in the same hierarchy have an overlapping scope. In this instance, an

RT link is recommended.

18

7 If the thesaurus follows a hierarchical thing/kind logical order but the creator wishes to link the concept
‘dog’ with the concept ‘dog kennels’, two options are available. The first is to create an associative relationship,
which will be covered in the next section. The second is to create a ConceptGroup, another potential element
of a thesaurus as outlined by ISO 25964-1. This is explained in the section on the ISO 25964-1 data model. 



Hedden also notes a number of types of associative relationships that are found in the-

sauri. These include associative relationships between processes and agents such as

‘fishing’ and ‘fishermen’, between objects and their properties such as ‘land’ and ‘pro-

ductivity of the land’, and between raw materials and their products, parts and the

whole, between cause and effect, and others (Hedden, 2010a). 

Fig. 10. Examples of associative relationships

Other relationships and codes

Other relationship terms that may be found in a thesaurus record include:

Fig. 11. List of relationhips and codes in a thesaurus.
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dogs

RT dog kennels

smithing

RT smiths

dog kennels

RT dogs 

smiths

RT smithing

TT

BTG/

NTG

BTP/

NTP

BTI/

NTI

CC

A relationship term pointing to the top or

broadest term in the relevant hierarchy. 

More specific broader/narrower terms. Used if

the thesaurus editor would like to specify which

of the hierarchical rules the relationship follows.

More specific broader/narrower terms. Used if

the thesaurus editor would like to specify which

of the hierarchical rules the relationship follows.

More specific broader/narrower terms. Used if

the thesaurus editor would like to specify which

of the hierarchical rules the relationship follows.

Used to indicate the notation that represents a

particular concept. Notation is used to denote

the order of concepts in a display. A thesaurus

need not include notation.

Top term

Broader/narrower term (generic)

Broader/narrower term (partitive)

Broader/narrower term (instantial)

Concept code (notation)



Notes
Another component of thesauri is notes, its descriptive elements. These appear in the

preferred term records themselves and can include scope notes, history notes and defi-

nitions of the preferred term. Additional notes describing the administrative aspects of

a term may also be created but not necessarily displayed to the users. Such information

could include the term identifier, when the thesaurus term record was created, who it

was created by and when it was modified. The capability of the software chosen to con-

struct the thesaurus will determine if these administrative details are included.

Users, however, will need to be able to see the descriptive elements which relate to the

term or the concept itself. These are:

Fig. 12. List of notes in a thesaurus.

Facets and facet analysis
Facet analysis has become a popular choice in the construction of thesauri, beginning

with the Thesaurofacet in the 1960s and includes the Art & Architecture Thesaurus, one

of the most widely used thesauri online, which uses facet analysis to construct its hier-

archical structure. It is now ‘firmly established that a classification of some sort is the

best starting point for the construction of a thesaurus’ (Broughton 2006b) and that ‘the

effectiveness of a thesaurus is likely to be reduced if relationships between terms in an

alphabetical list are determined without resort to classification’ (Aitchison, Gilchrist and

Bawden 1997). Will states that facet analysis ‘is an important technique which should

underlie the construction of any type of knowledge organisation system’ and, in recog-

nition of this, facet analysis has been incorporated into the ISO 25964 standard for the

construction of thesauri for information retrieval (Will 2013).
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ISO 25964-1 defines a facet as a ‘grouping of concepts of the same inherent category’

and gives examples of some high-level facet categories, including objects, materials,

agents, actions, places and times. It also defines facet analysis as the ‘analysis of subject

areas into constituent concepts grouped into facets, and the subdivision of concepts

into narrower concepts by specified characteristics of division’(International Organization

for Standardization 2011).

La Barre outlines the history of facet analysis where the fundamental categories of facets

were first devised by Ranganathan as part of a library classification scheme in the 1920s

and 1930s. Ranganathan proposed five categories: Personality, Matter, Energy, Space and

Time, or PMEST, which could cover all aspects of a discipline or subject. These were later

expanded by Brian Vickery for the Classification Research Group (CRG) based on the

Aristotelian fundamental categories—thing, kind, part, property, material, process, oper-

ation, agent, patient, product, by-product, space and time. The CRG went on to state

that these categories act as guides to analysis and should not be imposed on subjects (La

Barre 2012). Aitchison et al. outlined the fundamental facets which have been settled on

after years of research. These are outlined in the table below. Broughton also suggests

additional categories such as genre for humanities subjects. Ultimately, the choice of

facets will depend on the subject matter and what is most practical (Broughton 2006a).

Fig. 13. Fundamental facets (Aitchison et al., 1997)  
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Facets can be found either at the top level of the hierarchy where the fundamental facets

themselves are the primary organisation of the thesaurus, or further down in a thesaurus,

which is organised primarily by subject. The advantages and disadvantages of this type

of display will be discussed as part of the section on systematic display.

In the online environment, ‘facets’ can operate a little differently. One example is a cloth-

ing website where shirts are arranged by colour, material, size or any other characteristic.

Such divisions have been referred to as facets but this is not strictly speaking division by

facet. It is instead dividing by characteristics or principles of division, where one or more

facets are organised and searchable by their attributes (Broughton 2006b).

Node labels and arrays
Node labels are entries in a thesaurus which indicate how the terms have been grouped.

Subordinate groupings of sibling concepts are known as arrays. Node labels usually

appear in brackets and are used to divide groups into facets, sub-facets, arrays and char-

acteristics. If the grouping is divided further by sub-facets such as people or animals,

then the node label appears as follows: (people), (animals). The division into character-

istics is usually called the characteristic or principle of division. If the node label is used

to denote a characteristic or principle of division the word by is introduced, for example

a people facet may be divided (by age), (by occupation) and by other characteristics.

Fig 14. Node labels and arrays.
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Schedule order, notation and citation order
In pre-coordinate indexing, complex subject descriptions are applied by a cataloguer in

a predetermined order before search, for example animal lore in the eighteenth century.

In contrast, the post-coordinate method of indexing separates out complex concepts

into simple terms, which are applied to the content and are only combined at the time

of search, for example animal lore + eighteenth century. 

Pre-coordinate indexing is most useful when organising physical objects on shelves and

to do this consistently, ordering rules are necessary. Broughton (2006a) notes that the

development of the thesaurus, beginning in the early twentieth century and picking up

speed with the advent of electronic catalogues and databases, has trended towards

post-coordinate indexing.8 Broughton also notes that post-coordinate indexing system

is most useful online. It seems at first glance that the notion of linear order and pre-

coordinate indexing in an online environment are obsolete concepts. Nevertheless there

are some advantages to introducing rules for ordering into an online thesaurus. Ordering

allows for better management of compound concepts by creating relationships without

ambiguity and it supports browsing tools by detailing the exact location of concepts.

Furthermore, a thesaurus designed to be used online may find use within a physical col-

lection and so ordering rules should be considered (Broughton 2006a). 

Schedule order

The schedule order in a thesaurus outlines how the categories in the thesaurus should

be displayed. Categories have traditionally appeared in the order of general-to-specific

as follows: 

Time - Space - Agent - Product - Patient - Operation - Process

- Material - Property - Part - Thing - Kind  

This order (or something similar) may appear either at the top of the thesaurus as fun-

damental facets or within each subject where subjects are the top classes of the

thesaurus. 

Citation order

The citation order is order in which concepts are cited when indexing for a pre-coordi-

nated system. The citation order is usually the reverse of the schedule order, moving

from the specific to the general and allowing the pre-building of compound concepts

to be done in a consistent way:
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Kind - Thing - Part - Property - Material - Process - Operation

- Patient - Product - Agent - Space - Time 

An example of this is smiths in the Middle Ages. Smiths are agents, in this case people,

and, as agents come before time, are placed before the Middle Ages in the compound

concept. 

Notation

Many thesauri come with a set of symbols (numeric, alphabetic or signs), which have

been added to each concept in the thesaurus to indicate where it is located in the hier-

archy. Notation codes are not necessary in a thesaurus but are especially useful for

printed thesauri with an alphabetical display as the notation refers back to the systematic

display and the concepts’ location within it. Notation is not necessary for an online the-

saurus which links concepts in the background but may still be useful as a control

number or identifier for the concepts, which may ensure greater consistency and accu-

racy in translation. It may also be useful if the software only displays node labels and

subordinate concepts alphabetically instead of by time, size or other criteria. In this sit-

uation, notation allows the thesaurus editor to organise the concepts as they wish.

Broughton outlines some of the advantages of using notation and these include:

It can control the order of the terms;

It can provide reference points from an alphabetic display to a systematic one;

By implementing order on the thesaurus, notation allows the thesaurus to be used

for physical collections and the ordering of a physical sequence (Broughton 2006a). 

Different notations or symbols may be used, for instance the Dewey Decimal System

uses numeric symbols to organise concepts and also to combine different symbols when

creating compound concepts.

ISO 25964 data Model
To encourage interoperability, ISO 25964-1 has modelled and defined all of the above

relationships and notes and created a data model, which is available freely online with

an accompanying XML schema.9 The model outlines the basic classes: Thesaurus,

ThesaurusConcept, ThesaurusTerm, ThesaurusArray and Note as well as the relationships
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that exist between the concepts. The model makes explicit the distinction between terms

and concepts. The data model also contains information on other potential elements of

a thesaurus, including ConceptGroup, a special grouping for terms relating to a particular

subject, domain, theme or other categories, which can be brought together from dif-

ferent hierarchies and sits parallel to the thesaurus itself (International Organization for

Standardization 2011). In the earlier example of ‘dogs’ and ‘dog kennels’, where the

two concepts sit in separate hierarchies, they may be brought together under a

ConceptGroup if it is considered important enough in light of the subject matter and

the audience with full consideration of resources. 

Clarke and Zeng outline the main benefits for defining the structure of a thesaurus and

creating a data model. These are:

‘easier implementation by computers, consistency enforced in the-

saurus construction and mapping, greater interoperability between

thesauri and with other vocabularies, and enhanced performance

at all stages from design of the thesaurus through development,

management, and exchange’ (Clarke and Zeng 2012).
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Planning a thesaurus

A thesaurus is a long-term project, which requires a significant amount of planning and

a number of aspects of the thesaurus need to be considered before the construction

begins (Hedden 2010a). ISO 25964-1 recommends planning the objectives and features

of the thesaurus as well as the resources available for the thesaurus, deciding who will

be responsible for different aspects of thesaurus construction and maintenance, and

choosing the software for the thesaurus (International Organization for Standardization

2011). Some additional essential points have been drawn from standards and writings

on the construction of thesauri and these are outlined below. More detailed discussion

on planning and maintaining thesauri and taxonomies can be found in ISO 25964-1

(2011), Hedden (2010b) and Stewart (2011). A taxonomy governance checklist, pub-

lished by Term Management, LLC guides the planning process (Doane 2011).

Planning
Documentation should first be written regarding the purpose and objectives of the the-

saurus, its intended users, scope and content. 

The main purpose of the document should be stated clearly. Usually the main

purpose of a thesaurus is to provide indexing and retrieval support. In enterprise,

a simpler taxonomy is more commonly used to provide a navigational structure for

a website. 

The intended users should be identified. This may include both information pro-

fessionals and end-users. A clear idea of the intended users will make design

decisions easier. This will also identify whether or not a large enough user base

exists to justify the construction.

The scope and content of the thesaurus should be outlined. Content will include

both the subject and types of content, for example textual and non-textual

resources. The scope will include what types of subject as well as the types of enti-

ties that will be included.

The documentation should outline who has responsibility for each aspect of the

thesaurus construction and management, from planning to design, dissemination

and maintenance. This may be the task of a single editor or an editorial team.
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Resources should be considered. These include:

People: it should be determined if there are sufficient people available to construct

the thesaurus as well as to provide IT support if the thesaurus will be in an elec-

tronic format or integrated with other software applications. IT support will also

be required regardless of whether the management software is open source or

custom built. People proficient in various languages will need to be available if con-

structing a multilingual thesaurus.

Vocabulary resources: sufficient and relevant vocabulary resources should be

sourced in preparation for construction and selecting terms. Examples of vocabulary

resources have been outlined in the section Constructing a thesaurus.

Software: decisions must be made in relation to following: 

• Will the thesaurus management software be open source, commercial or 

custom built? 

• Is there technical support available for the thesaurus management software? 

• Is there an option to publish the thesaurus online and how will this be displayed?

Will it be searchable?

• All expected thesaural relationships, features and notes should be supported

and tested in a trial run where possible. These can range from the basic rela-

tionships and notes to more sophisticated disambiguation protocols, which are

found in commercial environments. Search and display features should also be

considered.10

• Relationships should be automatically updated if records are amended or

updated. 

• How will the thesaurus integrate with other applications and systems? ISO

25964-1 details a number of considerations here including the ability to search,

to use Boolean operators, to navigate up and down a hierarchy, to display a the-

saurus alphabetically or systematically among other considerations. A 

useable interface is required for users and end-users alike. More detailed con-

siderations can be found in ISO 25964-1, Section 16.

• Is an import/export function available and does it export in standard formats, 

including MARC (MAchine Readable Cataloguing) and Semantic Web standards

such as SKOS and others if required? 

Funding: is there sufficient funding available to support all of the above?
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Design
A number of aspects of thesaurus design will need to be considered before construction.

These will be determined based on the planning considerations outlined above as well

the limitations of any software chosen for the project.

Will the thesaurus be available in print or electronic formats, or both? Most thesauri

are now available in electronic formats.

Will the style of the display be alphabetical, hierarchical, classified or another type

of display? If electronic, will the software support this type of display? Can this

display be easily updated? See the section on systematic display for more informa-

tion on these types of display.

Will the features such as node labels and guide terms be included and supported

by the software?

What types of relationships and other elements will be included in the thesaurus?

A full thesaurus will generally include all types of relationships, non-preferred terms,

scope and other notes. A navigational taxonomy may not need to contain associa-

tive relationships or scope or other notes.

How many levels of hierarchy will be needed? Subject experts expect deep hierar-

chies and indexers expect consistency across the thesaurus. However, a navigational

taxonomy on a website may not need to be so detailed and may only contain one

or two levels for ease of navigation and use (Hedden 2010a). 

Research and construction
It is recommended that the thesaurus construction begin with a selection of between

100 and 500 terms. More may be researched and added to the thesaurus at a later date

but this is a good starting point for construction (Stewart 2011). Vocabulary resources,

the process of selecting terms and constructing the thesaurus are outlined in the section

on selecting terms.

Testing and reviewing the thesaurus
A review of the constructed thesaurus should be undertaken by subject experts, profes-

sionals and users. This should highlight any gaps in the thesaurus, any questions over

terms chosen, any missing or redundant features as well as any usability issues. Testing
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should also be considered throughout the life of the thesaurus. Continuous testing and

evaluation allows editors of a thesaurus to determine how the thesaurus is being used,

to identify common misspellings and synonyms that could be added, and to determine

which searches are not producing any results and could be improved.

Post construction maintenance and administration
Similar to the Oxford English dictionary, a thesaurus is never really finished. Trends in

subject areas and in business processes, changes in scope and in language itself mean

that a thesaurus is in need of updating and maintenance over the long term. Procedures

for review and updating of the thesaurus should be in place. If dealing with a multilingual

thesaurus, full consideration should be given to the impact that any change will have

on the other languages. 

Communication and dissemination
A thesaurus is built to be used so the greater the audience, the greater the likelihood

that this will happen. Aitchison et al. recommend that a notification of intent be pub-

lished in the relevant journals to alert subject experts and professionals in the field who

may be interested in either using the thesaurus or contributing to its construction. Once

the thesaurus has been constructed and tested, it should be deposited in the appropriate

national centre for controlled vocabularies and information management. If it is in

English, it should be deposited in the international clearinghouse, the Subject Analysis

Systems Collection,11 Faculty of Library Information Science in the University of Toronto

(Aitchison et al. 1997).
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Constructing a thesaurus

Once the initial planning has been completed, the construction of the thesaurus can

begin. Certain aspects of the planning process may overlap with the initial stages of the

construction process as it informs the design and display of the thesaurus.

The process of constructing a thesaurus has a number of broad steps (Aitchison et al.

1997; Broughton 2006a; Hedden 2010a; International Organization for Standardization

2011). These are: 

1. Selecting and recording terms.

2. Determining the preliminary structure of the thesaurus (subject or faceted display). 

3. Analysing terms and grouping them according to basic facets.

4. Creating hierarchical and associative relationships along with scope and other notes

where required.12

5. Creating an alphabetical list from the systematic (hierarchical) display.

6. Soliciting feedback and review by experts

7. Creating documentation including an introduction outlining the purpose, scope and

number of terms as decided in the planning stages. An editorial guide should also be

written.  

It should be emphasised that constructing a thesaurus is an iterative process; some stages

inform development and improvement of previous stages. The next few sections will

address each of these steps briefly. 

Step 1: Selecting and recording terms
Following on from the decision to create a thesaurus and a planning overview, the next

step is to research the content that exists on the subject of the thesaurus and determine

how it can be put into the thesaurus. A review of existing vocabulary resources must be

undertaken and terms extracted and selected from these. The following two sections

outline this process.

Assemble vocabulary

The first step in the construction of a thesaurus is to perform a content audit and gather

terms from the vocabulary resources available on the subject or subjects. A content audit
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seeks a list that is representative of the field, rather than an exhaustive list of terms. A

number of vocabulary resources have been suggested by standards and experts

(Broughton 2006a; Hedden 2010a; International Organization for Standardization 2011)

and these can be generally divided into the following categories: 

Existing vocabularies: ISO 25964-1 recommends consulting existing vocabularies

such as classification schemes and other thesauri (International Organization for

Standardization 2011). Other vocabularies such as taxonomies or lists of subjects

and other keyword headings if they are available can be added to this list. Existing

vocabularies will offer synonyms and relationship terms that may not have been

previously considered. Reuse, subject to copyright, of existing thesauri and vocab-

ularies or relevant parts of these vocabularies will significantly reduce the time taken

and cost involved.13

Published works: published works such as books, journals, abstracts, summaries,

conference papers, reports and pamphlets should be consulted for terms. Specialist

catalogues and bibliographies can identify recent publications in the field of inter-

est. Particular attention should be paid to the titles and subtitles of journal articles

and other documents, the tables of contents found in books, any section headings

or image captions. Broughton notes that journals are useful to consult as they give

an indication of the trends in research and terms from these documents will remain

current for a number of years (Broughton 2006a). If documents are online, auto-

matic selection of terms may also be an option.

Reference tools: tools such as indexes and databases are useful for gathering

terms on a subject. ISO 25964-1 recommends that dictionaries and encyclopaedias

not be used for selection of terms but instead for their definitions and as confir-

mation of correct placement of terms in a hierarchical structure after term selection

(International Organization for Standardization 2011).

Web resources: navigational menus and feedback from web search logs and other

search analytics can be valuable vocabulary resources if dealing with online content.

Internal team sources: Stewart also suggests using invoices, meetings minutes,

correspondence, procedural documents, orientation materials and company

intranets. Again, not all terms need be sourced, focus should be placed on titles,

subtitles, tables of contents, section headings and summaries (Stewart 2011).
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People: Subject experts, project participants, managers and users can provide

many valuable terms and suggest subjects to be considered or identify any gaps in

the thesaurus coverage.  

Stewart recommends gathering terms only from critical core content. In a business, this

could be the documents that are essential to doing one’s job and selecting the top 20

per cent of these documents in terms of importance. Subject experts will be able to

help in the identification of the core content in a subject thesaurus (Stewart 2011).

Aitchison et al. and Hedden suggest recording potential terms, preferably in an elec-

tronic format, noting the preferred terms, the source of the term, any equivalent or

related terms, or any notes and definitions (Aitchison et al. 1997; Hedden 2010a). The

frequency of the terms’ appearance in the literature may also be recorded. The the-

saurus management software should be able to record all the information outlined in

the ISO 25964-1 data model, including the date the term was created, when it was

modified and who was responsible. 

P I LOT THESAURUS OF IR I SH FOLKLORE—ASSEMBL ING THE VOCABULARY
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The pilot thesaurus limited its scope to collecting approximately 350 terms from two chapters of

Seán Ó Súilleabháin’s Handbook of Irish folklore. These two chapters, on livelihood and household

support, and nature were chosen as they contained a broad range of terms, which could be used

to demonstrate most thesaural relationships and facet analysis. Due to the time frame of the

project, the approach to identifying terms was selective rather than comprehensive. 

Most Irish-language terms were excluded from the pilot thesaurus and will need to be considered

at a later date as part of a multilingual thesaurus. Some commonly used Irish terms were included

in the pilot but this was not done exhaustively. If present, Irish terms are considered non-preferred

terms within an English-language thesaurus unless no English- language equivalent exists. In an

Irish-language thesaurus, these terms would be considered preferred terms. 

Additional sources consulted included some article titles from Béaloideas, the Journal of the

Folklore of Ireland Society (Folklore of Ireland Society 2012). Another source was Alan Dundes’

The study of folklore as it provided a list of many forms of folklore (Dundes 1965).

Existing vocabularies and thesauri such as the Art & Architecture Thesaurus (AAT), AGROVOC,

the thesaurus of the Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations, and the American

Folklore Society (AFS) Ethnographic Thesaurus were examined as examples of different types of

structure, display and scope in thesauri.

A comprehensive thesaurus would be ex tended to cover many of the vocabulary resources listed

in this section and would include consultation with experts.



Select terms 

After assembling the terms gathered from published literature, existing vocabularies and

other vocabulary resources, they must then be organised into a standard list of significant

terms, which is representative of the domain and supports information retrieval. This

process includes:

Grouping terms with similar meanings and choosing a preferred term. Preferred

terms may be decided upon in consultation with subject experts and a review of

terms common in the literature. The intended user group should also be considered

when choosing the preferred term. ‘Cats’ would be more appropriate for the

general public while ‘felis catus’ would be more appropriate for a veterinary or

zoology thesaurus. Spelling should also be considered, especially if there are vari-

ants across the literature. If a spelling variant is popular, it should be included as a

non-preferred term. Decisions will also need to be made on the inclusion of abbre-

viations, jargon, loan words and proper nouns.

Fig. 15. Example of chosen preferred terms in the pilot thesaurus of Irish folklore

Using qualifiers and definitions to distinguish homonyms from one another.

Homonyms are words that are spelt the same but have different meanings.

Examples are:

• bows (musical instruments)

• bows (ships)

• flukes (fishes)

• flukes (anchors)
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Synonyms

care and management of domestic animals

care of animals

care and management of livestock

Variant Spellings

taboo

tabu

Preferred Term

animal husbandry

Preferred Term

taboo



Deciding on the form of entry. In order to standardise the list and ensure consis-

tency, the grammatical form of the selected terms must be decided. This will vary

among languages and dictionaries should be consulted to determine what forms

are most typical in each language. As per ISO 25964-1, terms in English are treated

as follows:

• Nouns and noun phrases—these are the most important terms to consider

when constructing a thesaurus. In English, count nouns (dogs, cats) will appear

in the plural in the thesaurus. Non-count nouns (livestock) appear in the singular. 

• Verbs—Verbs are also important when gathering terms. They will take the

gerund or verbal noun forms, for example fishing and hunting. In a thesaurus,

verbs should never be in the infinitive (‘to hunt’) or the participle (‘hunted’)

forms. This is standard among thesauri.

• Adjectives—should be avoided in a thesaurus unless they are deemed signifi-

cant to the subject or concept. Adjectives such as red, hungry, etc., should ideally

be avoided as these can be found in many different contexts and could poten-

tially confuse results. This may not be possible if the adjectives are considered

important in parts of the literature.

• Adverbs—should be avoided in a thesaurus.

• Articles (a, the)—should be avoided unless they are an integral part of the

term. If articles are used, equivalence relationships should be set up between

the preferred term (which uses the article) and the non-preferred term (which

does not use the article).

Deciding on the treatment of compound terms. See the earlier section Main 

elements of a thesaurus for recommendations on when to split complex concepts

and when to retain them.
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During the selection process, terms for the pilot thesaurus were recorded in Microsoft

Excel. A more comprehensive thesaurus may require use of thesaurus-management soft-

ware from the beginning. Where synonyms existed, a preferred term was chosen and

non-preferred terms were also recorded. Any related terms were also recorded.

Definitions were included where any terms were ambiguous and qualifiers were used

where necessary. 

The pilot thesaurus of Irish folklore followed the guidelines set out by ISO 25964-1. This

included the recommendations on forms of entry for the English language. Non-scientific

terms were chosen above scientific terms where they appeared as this matched the

terms found in most of the vocabulary resources consulted as part of the content audit

and selection. Some adjectives were included as part of the Properties facet but only

where they appeared in the vocabulary resources and were considered important.

In line with trends in thesaurus construction and best practice and on the recommen-

dation of international standards discussed in the section on compound concepts, these

guidelines and pilot will employ the method of ‘splitting’ compound terms where prac-

tical and in such a way as to avoid inconsistency, that is no more than two components

per compound concept. Compound concepts will be split when they can be expressed

without ambiguity as the combination of two simpler terms. Additionally, compound

concepts will be split when:

• they are not in the core scope of the thesaurus;

• they are too specific for the scope of the thesaurus;

• are rarely used in the collection;

• they contain more than one difference. 

The other options for the treatment of compound concepts outlined in the section on

compound concepts will be employed where appropriate, taking into account user

expectations and their familiarity with the compound concepts in question.
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Step 2: Determining structure and display

Systematic display

Thesauri can be displayed systematically as well as alphabetically and, as Broughton

(2006a) notes, the easiest way to establish the correct relationships between terms is to

construct a systematic display first, that is, to analyse and organise the terms either in a

classified (subject) or hierarchical display. Relationships can more easily be established

from this method than by simply working with an alphabetical list.

There are a number of ways of structuring a thesaurus systematically and a decision will

have to be made on which method to use as this will impact on how the terms are

grouped in the initial analysis. The three main ways of structuring a thesaurus are: 

Structuring by facets: this approach involved using the facets themselves as the top

classes or divisions. In this approach, terms are grouped according to fundamental facets

such as things, materials, activities, etc. This is a more bottom-up approach and ensures

that all terms within each facet are of the same type or category as the top classes or

divisions. ISO 25964-1 notes that thesauri organised in this way usually have less need

for major revisions as time moves on and the subject evolves (International Organization

for Standardization 2011). 

Fig. 16 takes some examples from the pilot thesaurus of Irish folklore and shows some

of the fundamental facets: Place/Space, Objects and Activities.

Structuring by subject: This approach uses a classification scheme with subjects or

fields as the top classes or divisions. The subjects would then be further sub-divided

either into narrower subject categories, which could then be divided further and so on.

As the terms would be grouped into subjects first, this can be viewed as more of a top-

down approach. The advantage of this approach is that themes and concepts within

subjects that may be important to users are kept together. One disadvantage is that

some concepts can appear in multiple subjects resulting in multiple polyhierarchies,

which can be difficult to manage effectively. 

In Fig.17, the subject nature is not divided by facet and the concept of weather fore-

casting is located under weather. This groups the topics together but weather

forecasting is neither a type of weather nor something found in nature. While the struc-

ture may appear hierarchical, in fact the terms lower down the structure do not
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Place/Space

natural landscapes

rivers 

mountains

man-made landscapes

pastures

fallow land

orchards

Objects

natural objects

celestial bodies

solar system

the sun

the moon

the planets

man-made structures

buildings

residential buildings

houses

farm buildings

cow-houses

Activities

economic activities

agriculture

crop cultivation

ploughing

digging

harvesting

threshing

winnowing

land management

fertilisation (agricultural)

irrigation

drainage

crop rotation

land rotation

animal husbandry

milking

breeding

Fig. 16. Example of a thesaurus with facets as top-level categories as found in the pilot thesaurus of Irish folklore

necessarily conform to the hierarchy rules recommended by ISO 25964-1 as they are

not kinds of, or types of the broader categories, in this instance weather. 

Some thesauri are structured first by subject and then by facet. The below example also

contains livelihood and household support, objects, activities and processes can be

grouped together under the same subject. This is an example of a subject divided into

its fundamental facets. 



Fig. 17. Example of structuring by subject similar to the structure of Ó Súilleabháin’s Handbook of Irish 
folklore (1942)

Using characteristics of division: Characteristics of division are used to organise sub-

facets into arrays in both subject and faceted type displays. They are also an increasingly

important part of website navigation where customers may browse products by attrib-

utes such as size and price. Occasionally, these arrangements are also referred to as

‘facets’ but, strictly speaking, they are not. In the example given below, the terms are

organised into two facets, Clothing and Electronics (which may both be organised under

a fundamental Products facet.) There are two sub-facets in clothing, Shirts and Skirts,

and these are then arranged by their attributes, gender, size and colour. The facet

Electronics contains two sub-facets, Cameras and Televisions. These are then arranged

by their attributes, optical zoom, screen size, display and price. As mentioned, charac-

teristics of division can be found in all thesauri, for example in the pilot thesaurus of

Irish folklore, animals will be ordered by age, by degree of domestication, by function

and by species.  
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Subject arrangement

Nature

weather

weather phenomena

rain

snow

weather lore

weather forecasting

Subject and facet arrangement

Livelihood and household support

(activities)

animal husbandry

breeding

agriculture

crop cultivation

land management

(equipment)

hunting equipment

traps

snares 

( products)

food

drink

(events)

meals



Fig. 18. Example of structuring a taxonomy on a website

As mentioned, the facet analysis approach is primarily a bottom-up approach where

terms are selected from the vocabulary resources and grouped into facets. Will notes

that the process of analysis is iterative and that top-down and bottom-up approaches

are frequently combined with building hierarchical trees as the hierarchical relationships

created are tested to ensure that they conform to the rules for structuring the hierarchies

or that concepts are located in the correct categories (Will 2013).

P I LOT THESAURUS—CHOICE OF STRUCTURE

The decision was taken to structure the pilot thesaurus of Irish Folklore using fundamental facets

as the main divisions. Facet analysis, with facets as top concepts (TTs) in the hierarchies was chosen

as this is a more flexible structure which can be more easily updated and the terms gathered log-

ically fell into fundamental categories. This approach was also considered as a good demonstration

of the hierarchy rules laid down by ISO 26594-1. While the topics will be split among different

fundamental hierarchies, a reference book, the Handbook of Irish folklore, exists and is organised

according to subject should this be required.
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Clothing

Shirts

<by gender>

male

female

<by size>

small

medium

large

<by colour>

orange

Skirts

<by gender>

male

female

<by size>

small

medium

large

Electronics

Cameras

<by optical zoom>

<2.9x–

3–5.9x

<by price>

<€200

€200–€500

€500–€1000

Televisions

<by screen size>

<20"

21" - 23"

24"–30"

<by display>

LED

LCD

Plasma



Step 3: analysing terms—vocabulary analysis
As mentioned in a previous section, facet analysis is now a popular choice for the con-

struction of thesauri. If we begin with a list of concepts, which are then grouped into

fundamental categories similar to the above, then we automatically establish hierarchical

relationships between these concepts that conform to the rules of relationships set down

by ISO 25964-1, that is that each narrower or subordinate concept must belong in the

same type category or be the same kind of thing as the broader concept, that it must

be a unique part of the broader concept or that it must be an instance of the broader

term (International Organization for Standardization 2011).
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P I LOT THESAURUS—VOCABULARY ANALYS I S I

Initial analysis

Terms in the vocabulary analysis process were recorded in Microsoft Excel for the initial

analysis and Microsoft Word for the secondary analysis as this allowed for easier basic

arranging and subdividing. Database packages such as Microsoft Access may also be

considered. Dedicated thesaurus management software can also be implemented from

the beginning of the project. 

In the first stage of the analysis, the selected terms were organised into basic facets,

which roughly corresponded to those outlined by Aitchison et al. (1997). These were:

• Entities: abstract objects, materials, attributes, parts/components, living 

entities, naturally occurring entities, man-made objects, agents, patients 

and end-products

• Activities and actions: processes and operations

• Place/Space/Location

• Time

The process of arranging terms under facets is an iterative one. Terms may be arranged

and rearranged until the most appropriate structure is determined. The approach taken

for the pilot thesaurus combined top-down and bottom-up approaches, looking at

both the fundamental facets as outlined in the facet analysis literature and the terms

that were extracted from the Handbook of Irish folklore and other sources. Context

was also considered when placing terms, for example in a biology thesaurus, fruit

would be considered a reproductive organ. In the Pilot thesaurus of Irish folklore, it is

considered a product.



Following initial groupings, review and analysis, the fundamental facets decided on for

the pilot thesaurus were: 

• Time

• Place/Space/Environment

• Products

• Activities

• Processes and Phenomena

• Events

• Agents

• Objects

• Materials

• Attributes and Properties

• Parts 

These fundamental facets will be complemented by the facets of Genre and Form as

well as Abstract Concepts. 

It should be noted that facets in different thesauri covering another subject may be

completely different. Facets should be considered in terms of the subject matter and

what is most appropriate for the thesaurus in question. 

The placement of many of the terms was obvious but some required additional thought

and an expansion or readjustment of the fundamental facets as outlined above:

•  The Time facet is an easy facet to populate and includes all terms relating to 

divisions of time such as the days, weeks, months, years, etc. It also contains 

divisions of historical and chronological time as well as seasons.

• Some thought went into the arrangement of rivers and other natural objects as

well as cities and other types of urban landscape as distinct from individual

buildings. The Place/Space/Environment facet contains all natural features and

types of environment or landscape. All features which comprise a natural land-

scape are placed here and these include rivers, lakes and mountains.

Man-made landscapes are placed here and include features of rural or arable

landscapes such as orchards, pastures and gardens. Towns and cities are

included as part of the urban landscape and environment as they are consid-

ered areas as a whole. These are distinct from the individual building

structures, which are found in towns and cities and are placed under the

Objects facet.
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•  Animals, fish and people were placed under the Agents facet as these were living crea-

tures, which can perform actions and can have an effect on the environment around

them. This category also includes supernatural beings and has the potential to expand to

include all types of spirits, monsters and other mythical creatures. The Agents facet also

includes other living organisms/entities such as plants and trees. 

— Other living organisms were originally located under a separate Living Entities facet.

The decision was taken to include all living organisms, from people to mythical beings

and plants under the one facet as it made more sense to keep all these living entities

together. It is also arguable that, in folklore, some plants, trees and other such living

entities have the potential to perform actions or have an effect on others.

— As per its original definition, the Agents facet has the potential to expand to cover

organisations.

— The Agents facet can also include Equipment as per its original definition but as it was

decided to include all living entities under Agents, different types of equipment were

instead placed under the Objects facet as they are not living entities.

— The Patients facet in the facet analysis literature was not employed in the pilot the-

saurus. The objects of operations or activities in the pilot thesaurus have been listed

either in the Agents facet or the Objects facet. An additional facet for the recipients

of an action only added additional unnecessary complication.

•  The Products facet contains terms relating to simple things or substances that are formed

following an action or process and are produced for sale or consumption. These include

food products, animal products, plant products, etc. While there may be some overlap

with the Objects and Materials facets, in the context of the literature, these materials are

referenced as products in support of the household so they have been retained as such in

the thesaurus.

•  The Actions /Activities facet as outlined by Aitchison et al. (1997) includes processes and

operations. This has been revised into two separate facets in the pilot thesaurus: 

— The Activities facet primarily contains what are called operations in the facet analysis

literature. These are external, transitive actions, usually carried out by Agents. 

— The Processes and Phenomena facet includes natural processes and phenomena. This

includes naturally occurring process such as the weather, chemical processes such as

fire, biological processes and phenomena such as human behaviour, animal behaviour

and diseases. In the context of Irish Folklore, fire is considered an object. Nevertheless,

fire will not sit easily in the Object facet and so has been included in the Processes

facet. It can be used together with other concepts such as celebrations or festivals of

the dead.

•  As events are a large and significant aspect of human life and as they have an important

role in folklore, a separate Events facet was created to outline the different types of

events, festivals and rituals that exist or existed in Irish folklore and folk life. This assumes

a narrower definition of event as a thing that happens and does not include activities, the

things that people do, as a type of event. Some questions arose relating to the placement
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of the term meals. They could be included as either regular events or as part of social

activities and foodways. The term was eventually placed with Events as breakfast, lunch

and dinner are things that happen. The term does not refer to the act of eating, which

would be located in foodways. An associative relationship (RT) was then used to link the

two concepts.

•  The Objects facet contains all inanimate objects including natural objects such as planets

and stars, man-made structures, equipment, furnishings, clothing and written docu-

ments. Buildings are considered man-made structures in the thesaurus and are placed

under the Objects facet.  

•  The Materials facet contains basic and constituent substances, both organic and inor-

ganic as well as traditional and supernatural elemental substances, which feature in

folklore and folk tales. This includes rocks, wood, and the four elements. This category

also includes fuels. In the context of contemporary Irish folklore today, this is an accept-

able place to put fuels as most are natural substances such as coal and wood. If the term

nuclear fuels was to be added, this would necessitate a revision of that arrangement.

•  The Attributes and Properties facet contains terms relating to the properties, qualities or

states of things. This includes terms such as hot and cold, productivity or fertility.

•  The Parts facet contains terms relating to parts of Agents and Objects. These will include

anatomical parts or systems as well as any object components. 

•  The Genre/Form facet contains terms relating to the main genres and forms of folklore

found in Ireland and across the world. In the pilot thesaurus, these have been sourced

from Alan Dundes, The study of folklore and will be expanded to include Carl von

Sydow’s Kategorien der Prosa-Volksdichtung.

•  The Abstract Concepts facet contains terms relating to abstract concepts, ideas and disci-

plines, which are not within the scope of the thesaurus but which may be discussed in

relation to folklore.  

The initial analysis will be followed by further arrangement of the broad groupings into sub-facets

and arrays. 

Notation and citation order

The facets in the pilot thesaurus of Irish folklore are, in principle, ordered from general to specific.

The citation order will be the reverse, from specific to general. The order is evident in the paper

version of the thesaurus but is not evident in the online thesaurus as the thesaurus management

software organises terms alphabetically. This issue could be solved with the use of notation.

However, no notation is included in the pilot thesaurus as this is beyond the scope of the project.
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P I LOT THESAURUS—VOCABULARY ANALYS I S I I

Next stage of the vocabulary analysis

The next stage of the vocabulary analysis involved breaking down the facets into narrower divi-

sions, using node labels to divide the facets into sub-facets or arrays and to organise them

according to the characteristics of division. In a full thesaurus, arrays should be expanded as far

as practicable to include all possible terms relevant to the subject. This will not be the case in the

pilot thesaurus but will be undertaken should the pilot be expanded. 

There are no fundamental sub-facets or fundamental arrays, which can be chosen. Instead, the

grouping of sub-facets and arrays is determined based on the content and on what is deemed to

be a suitable arrangement in the context of the thesaurus. Where possible, it is recommended to

follow the principle of general-to-specific in the arrangement of arrays within a facet. The order

of sibling concepts within an array is also determined based on the content, for example an array

based on chronological time will be best arranged from the earliest to the most recent time rather

than alphabetically.

Existing thesauri were consulted for their structure around overlapping content but, following the

initial analysis, many of the terms and concepts fell naturally into place. A few examples have

been outlined below:

•  The Time facet was easy to arrange as it fell naturally into sub-facets. These included

divisions of time and historical periods. Divisions of time were further divided into sub-

facets such as days, months, etc., each containing their own arrays. Historical periods

were also further divided into named historical periods and periods by historic time

(twelfth century, etc.).

Seasons

(by name)

spring (season)

summer

autumn

winter

(by activity)

harvest (season)

times of day

dawn

daytime

dusk

night-time

days of the week

Sunday

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Saturday

historical periods

(by name)

early Irish (pre–1200)

prehistory

protohistory

Early Christian Ireland     (400–800)

Viking Ireland (800–1169)

Norman Ireland (1169–1536)

medieval

Counter-Reformation

(by historic time)

twelfth century

thirteenth century

Time

Sample of the Time facet divided into sub-facets and by characteristics of division



•  The Place/Space/Environment facet was further divided into natural landscapes, man-

made landscapes and supernatural or legendary places. These could be divided and

arranged with more detail in an expanded thesaurus.  

•  The Agents facet fell naturally into people, animals, other living organisms and supernatural

beings following the initial analysis. These were further organised by sub-facets and charac-

teristics of division. People were divided primarily by principles of division, mainly those noted

in the Handbook of Irish folklore. These include age and occupation. Animals were also

organised according to the following characteristics of division: age, species and function.

Again, these could be divided and arranged into more detail in an expanded thesaurus. 
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natural landscapes

swamp

bogs

caves

holes

underground passages

hills

woods

forests

man-made landscapes

rural landscapes

pastures

fallow land

orchards

gardens

urban landscapes

towns

cities

legendary and spiritual places

fairy forts 

hell

purgatory

Place/Space/Environment 

Sample of the Place/Space/Environment facet divided into sub-facets. 

People

(by age)

children

adults

(by occupation)

smiths

hunters

farmers

shoemakers

dressmakers

Agents

animals

(by age)

newborn

young

mature

(by function)

livestock

poultry

dairy animals

working animals

pets

pests

(by species)

mammals

birds

fish

supernatural or legendary beings

fairies

evil spirits

saints

banshees

Agents

Sample of the Agents facet divided into sub-facets and by characteristics of division

The remaining facets were organised in this way, using node labels to organise the sub-facets

and arrays. Please see the completed pilot thesaurus for more examples. It is available at

http://apps.dri.ie/motif/.  
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P I LOT THESAURUS—CREAT ING RELAT IONSH IPS AND ADD ING NOTES

Following the creation of the equivalence and hierarchical relationships, the terms were input into

the open source thesaurus management software, TemaTres.14 Once all terms were present in the

software, associative relationships were then added.

Many of the associative relationships were recorded throughout the selection and analysis process.

Some examples of associative relationships from the pilot thesaurus include:

Type of relationship

Agents / Activities

Agents / Activities

Materials / Products

Materials  / Products

Events / Activities

Processes / Events

Parts / Objects

Parts / Agents

Term 1

fishing

RT fishermen

RT fishing crews

supernatural beings

RT supernatural practices

dung

RT fuels

fabric

RT clothing

meals

RT foodways

bonfires

RT festivals of the dead

oars

RT boats

fleeces

RT sheep

Term 2

fishermen

RT fishing

RT fishing crews

supernatural practices

RT supernatural beings

fuels

RT dung

clothing

RT fabric

foodways

RT meals

festivals of the dead

RT bonfires

boats

RT oars

sheep

RT fleeces

Adding notes

The scope notes recorded during the selection and analysis stages were then added into the soft-

ware. These scope notes were primarily for the top-level facets. 

The pilot thesaurus does not contain any notes relating to the history of the term within the the-

saurus as this is outside the scope of the pilot. Creation and modification dates were added by

the software automatically.

As no notation is included in the pilot thesaurus, no notation was added. This may not be the

case for a more complete thesaurus.

14 http://www.vocabularyserver.com/
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Step 4: creating hierarchical and associative relationships and
adding notes
Once the hierarchical relationships have been created using facet analysis, node labels and

arrays, associative relationships can then be added. This is the process recommended by

ISO 25964-1. The most useful associative relationships are those that exist between hier-

archies and these are easier to create when all hierarchies have been inputted into the

thesaurus management software (International Organization for Standardization 2011). 

As noted in the section on associative relationships, Hedden goes into greater detail on

creating associative relationships and outlines the most common types of relationships

across hierarchies, including Agents/Processes, Objects/Properties, Parts/Whole, etc.

(Hedden 2010a) Depending on the types of fundamental facets used in a thesaurus, the

most important relationships may be slightly different.



Multilingual thesauri

IFLA’s Guidelines for multilingual thesauri and ISO 25964-1 discuss the three approaches

to constructing multilingual thesauri: building a new thesaurus, combining existing the-

sauri and translating an existing thesaurus. When building a thesaurus from the ground

up, the creators may choose to start with one source language or work with more than

one language, the source and the target languages from the beginning. When con-

structing a thesaurus from existing thesauri, the creators may merge existing thesauri

or link to existing thesauri. The translation of an existing thesaurus is not considered as

part of the IFLA guidelines as the language of the existing thesaurus is treated as the

dominant language in this approach. This is not appropriate when constructing multi-

lingual thesauri where all languages should be treated equally (IFLA Working Group on

Guidelines for Multilingual Thesauri 2009; International Organization for Standardization

2011). ISO 25964-1 considers translation a cost-effective approach to the construction

of multilingual thesauri but also observes the caveat that the languages are not consid-

ered equal in this approach (International Organization for Standardization 2011). 

The decision to build a new thesaurus or to combine existing ones will depend on the

existing thesauri and resources that are available. Many of the issues encountered in

both approaches are similar to those found in monolingual thesauri and they revolve

primarily around concepts and terms, equivalence, structure and semantics. 

Concepts and terms: As mentioned in a previous section, the rigorous distinction

between terms and concepts as found in ISO 25964-1 adds greater clarity and equality

to the construction of multilingual thesauri. This is easily shown in the below diagrams

where, previously, the second or target language would have been treated as a subor-

dinate language. This is not true where the distinction between terms and concepts

ensures that languages are considered equal in the construction.
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Concept

(English)

Non-rigorous distinction between terms and 
concepts subordinates target languages.

Preferred

Term (en)

Non-Preferred
Term (en)

Rigorous distinction between terms and
concepts treats languages equally.

Fig.19. Treatment of languages in a thesaurus.

Concept/
Preferred Term

(English)

Non-preferred
Term (en)

Preferred
Term (ga)

Non-Preferred
Term (ga)

Concept

(Irish)

Preferred

Term (ga)

Non-Preferred
Term (ga)

Equivalence: In a multilingual thesaurus, equivalence relationships exist between con-

cepts across languages but they do not use any explicit relationship terms to express

this. In the above diagram, the concept in English and the concept in Irish are considered

exactly equivalent, that is both concepts cover the same scope and meaning in both

languages. This is not always the case and examples of inexact, partial and non-equiv-

alent concepts will appear when constructing a multilingual thesaurus. Single to multiple

equivalencies can also exist between languages. 

More examples of equivalencies and how to manage them are given in ISO 25964-1,

IFLA’s Guidelines for multilingual thesauri, Broughton’s Essential thesaurus construction

and Aitchison, Gilchrist and Bawden’s Thesaurus construction and use: A practical

manual.15

15 For a comprehensive discussion of equivalences and translation issues, see Nykyri (2010). In practice,
translation machines may be used for bulk processing followed by manual post processing by a translator.
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Equivalence

Exact:

Concepts match exactly

Inexact:

Concepts are not exactly 

identical but very close in

meaning

Partial:

One of the concepts is 

narrower or broader in 

scope than the other

Single-to-many:

A concept in the source 

language can only be

expressed by two or more

concepts in the target 

language

Non-equivalence:

There is no equivalent 

concept in the target 

language.

Target language

ga: seanchas 

iascaireachta

fr: site de 

peuplement

en: science

fr: chauffage 

+ énergie solaire

en: ceilidh

Source language 

en: fishing lore

en: historic settlements

de: Wissenschaft

en: solar heating

ga: céilí

Note

The two concepts have exactly the

same meaning in Irish and English

The two concepts can be treated as

identical.

Wissenschaft is broader in scope

than science. Here, a scope note

would be needed to define the

scope of the concepts. Alternatively,

two terms in the target language

may be considered (single-to-many

equivalence)

Two terms are needed to express the

same concept in a different lan-

guage. Alternatively, the concept in

the source language may be split,

for example heating + solar energy.

The term may be borrowed from the

source language or a combined

term created in the target language.

Fig. 20. Equivalencies across languages.



Structure: Multilingual thesauri can have symmetrical or non-symmetrical structures

across language. However, a completely symmetrical structure will only exist where all

concepts are equivalents across the thesauri and there are equal numbers of preferred

terms in both languages. This is unlikely in practice given the many different types of

equivalences across languages. It is not recommended that a thesaurus force equivalen-

cies for the sake of a symmetrical structure as this would result in the subordination of

the target language to the structures of the source language and lead to inexact and

illogical relationship structures in the target language. Instead, inexact, partial and other

equivalencies should be considered. Non-symmetrical hierarchies may exist across lan-

guages depending on the scope and meaning of each concept and the extent of

non-exact equivalencies such as the one given above. Here, non-symmetrical associative

relationships should also be considered.

Semantics: Similar to a monolingual thesaurus, the selection of terms will depend on

the grammatical form preferred in each language. Qualifiers may need to be introduced

not only within but also between languages where necessary. The treatment of com-

pound terms will need to be considered and, generally, where a compound term is split

in one language, it is also split in the other where practicable. Where inexact, partial

and other non-exact equivalencies exist, scope notes should be added. 
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Mapping thesauri

These guidelines do not intend to address mapping thesauri to other vocabularies in

depth. In brief, there are three models by which mapping can be undertaken: the struc-

tural unity model where vocabularies are symmetrical, which is an approach suitable for

a multilingual thesaurus; the directly linked model where multiple vocabularies are each

matched to the other; the hub model, in which one thesaurus acts as the central hub

to which all other vocabularies are mapped or which maps to all other vocabularies (or

both). Mappings to consider are equivalence, hierarchical and associative mappings. As

Hedden notes, equivalence mappings across vocabularies do not just occur between

terms that are exactly the same. They can occur between broader and narrower concepts

across vocabularies, depending upon the direction of the mapping (Hedden 2010a). 

The Marine Metadata Interoperability Project (Graybeal 2011) outlines a number of

reasons for wanting to map one vocabulary to another. These include identifying rela-

tionships and enhancing the search capabilities of an interface as the vocabularies used

are now interoperable that is terms from separate vocabularies are interchangeable and

a search for one term will bring up content indexed with the equivalent term from

another vocabulary. This is useful if an indexing vocabulary is different to the public

search taxonomy, if the vocabulary is to be marketed to both specialised and lay people,

and in federated search (Hedden 2010a). Other useful mappings would be the inclusion

of search terms or folksonomies into the controlled vocabulary as non-preferred terms.

However, one of the main reasons given for mapping vocabularies is not one that pro-

duces immediate value but is instead will have long-term benefits as part of the Semantic

Web. If vocabularies are published and mapped in Semantic Web standards, this will

allow for better and more effective services as more and more resources are brought

into the networked environment. This will be discussed in more detail in the next section. 

The Marine Metadata Interoperability Project also outlines a number of tools which can

help in the mapping process. These are tables, the Resource Description Framework

(RDF) and the Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS), ontologies and concept

maps (Graybeal 2011). Hedden provides examples of commercial tools such as

WordMap16 and Synaptica,17 which can assist with the mapping of vocabularies as part

of their other features. If the expertise is available in-house, a custom script can also be

developed that will compare the vocabularies (Hedden 2010b).
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Thesauri and the Semantic Web

Semantic Web technologies have seen considerable uptake in the fields of science, med-

icine, business, government, IT and eTourism. These technologies are being used to

improve search capabilities, the integration of data as well as content management and

discovery. Thesauri have been used as tools to improve indexing, search and retrieval for

many decades and, given the similarity of purpose, it comes as no surprise that some

Linked Data technologies and standards18 have been developed to support the use of

controlled vocabularies such as thesauri. Among the technologies which relate to the-

sauri are SKOS and ontologies.  

Thesauri and SKOS

Simple Knowledge Organisation System (SKOS)19

SKOS is a data model and vocabulary expressed in the Resource Description Framework

Schema (RDFS),  the Web Ontology Language (OWL), and Dublin Core Terms designed

to make controlled vocabularies such as thesauri, classification schemes, taxonomies

and subject heading systems available on the Web with the ability to express hierarchical,

associative and other relationships. A database represented in SKOS is the Semantic Web

version of a subject authority controlled list or vocabulary where Uniform Resource

Identifiers (URIs) are used to provide unique names for the concepts in a thesaurus.20 A

number of online thesauri have now been made available as linked data using SKOS.

These include the Humanities and Social Science Electronic Thesaurus (HASSET),21

AGROVOC22 and others. 

The main advantage of representing a thesaurus in SKOS is that the thesaurus will then

be available online, in a widely recognised format that can be easily reused by other

organisations, institutions and companies in their own applications, retrieval and index-

ing systems or in any way that they find useful. This level of interoperability between

systems and applications is also useful internally if a system migration is to take place,

or if a company uses many applications across different platforms. SKOS is a W3C

Semantic Web standard, which will ensure interoperability of data and collections as
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22 http://aims.fao.org/node/16917/ (24 November 2013).



they are brought into a networked environment. Other benefits of publishing and linking

authority data include improved search, the potential to enhance discovery systems and

integrate data from multiple sources, disambiguation and the addition of extra value

through the contextualisation of resources. Many open source and commercial thesaurus

management software now support SKOS.

As Clarke and Zeng note, the ISO 25964 data model was developed at the same time

as the SKOS data model and there was good communication between the working

groups. Consequently, the models are by and large compatible, ensuring that vocabu-

laries published in SKOS are broadly compliant with ISO 25964 (Clarke and Zeng 2012).

A mapping between the ISO 25964 data model and the SKOS data model has been

developed by the ISO TC46/SC9/WG8 working group for the ISO 25964 standard about

thesauri and Antoine Isaac, co-editor of the SKOS recommendations and MADS-SKOS

mappings.23

Thesauri and ontologies
Ontologies and thesauri have two different purposes. As stated in the introduction, the

main function of a thesaurus is to support information retrieval. An ontology aims to

structure and represent knowledge about a particular domain and to share this knowl-

edge with others by providing a shared vocabulary for talking about that domain. Gruber

originally defined an ontology as an explicit, formal specification of a conceptualisation,

where a conceptualisation is ‘an abstract, simplified view of the world that we wish to

represent for some purpose’. An ontology explicitly defines the entities, and relationships

between them, in this conceptualisation (model) of a knowledge domain and expresses

these in a formal language that can be read, understood and operated on by computers.

The main components of ontologies are classes, sub-classes and their properties, which

include relationships and attributes, and the specific instances of these classes and sub-

classes (Gruber 1995). As SKOS is used to represent thesauri and other controlled

vocabularies on the Semantic Web, ontologies are formally represented using the data

models RDFS and OWL. 

Ontologies are used where there is a need to express more complex and customised

relationships than ‘broader than’, ‘narrower than’, ‘IsA’ or ‘IsPartOf’. These can include

‘born in’, ‘located in’, ‘influenced by’, etc. Ontologies are used to make assertions about

the entities in a domain, be they people, things or processes in such a way that logical

inferences can then be made about them. This allows for more sophisticated and auto-

mated search and querying capabilities. Stewart notes that while this is not a huge
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concern at the moment, both software systems and user demands and expectations are

becoming more sophisticated (Stewart 2011). As the Semantic Web moves forward,

these advanced capabilities will become more and more necessary and are being used

to a limited extent today.

As ISO 25964-2 points out, thesauri and ontologies can work well together and it gives

the example of the Europeana Data Model (EDM)24 which uses ontologies such as the

Friend of a Friend (FOAF) ontology and metadata schema such as Dublin Core while rec-

ommending specific controlled vocabularies for the content. This combines both

inferencing capabilities with the search and information retrieval capabilities of a the-

saurus. A thesaurus may also be reengineered into ontology although this is not

guaranteed to be effective and a cost benefit analysis should be considered (International

Organization for Standardization 2013). In general, the more appropriate approach for

thesauri and other controlled vocabularies is to express them formally in SKOS and

publish to the Semantic Web.
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Conclusion

These guidelines were produced to provide a comprehensive introduction to and advice

on how to construct thesauri following international standards and best practice. A pilot

thesaurus on Irish folklore was constructed as an illustrative example and proof of

concept for the guidelines. Thesauri are valuable tools for search and retrieval and the

above document covers the basics of thesaurus construction from planning the thesaurus

through a discussion of the basic elements of a thesaurus and a detailed description of

the process of facet analysis as employed throughout the pilot.

The idea for the project arose following the Digital archiving in Ireland: National survey

of the humanities and social sciences DRI report, which identified a number of problem-

atic areas in the indexing of Irish-language names, both personal names and place

names, as well a large number of either custom-made vocabularies or international

vocabularies adapted for use with Irish content (O’Carroll and Webb 2012). It is hoped

that these guidelines have offered advice on how to bridge this vocabulary gap and

ensure that information professionals have the advice they need to improve their own

data procedures by adhering to international standards and best practices.

The guidelines and pilot thesaurus have now been reviewed, completed and published

online with accompanying documentation.25 By providing guidelines and a usable pilot

example, the project team hopes to encourage the use of the guidelines in Ireland and

elsewhere. Future work following on from the MoTIF project includes the creation of a

more comprehensive thesaurus of Irish folklore. The work on this has begun with a

widening scope of vocabulary resources as well as consultation with subject experts in

the area of Irish folklore. 

Other potential work could include mapping the comprehensive thesaurus to other vocab-

ularies as well as the development of a multilingual thesaurus in both English and Irish. 

Much work has gone into the development of the SKOS, a Semantic Web specification

designed to support the use of thesauri, taxonomies and controlled vocabularies on the

Web (World Wide Web Consortium 2012) Many prominent thesauri such as HASSET

and AGROVOC are now published as linked data26 27 while The Getty Institute has plans
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to publish all their vocabularies to the LOD cloud (Harpring n.d.). A logical step for any

thesaurus would be its representation in SKOS and publication to the Linked Data cloud.

Publishing the thesaurus of Irish folklore, in a widely recognised format that can be easily

reused by other organisations, institutions and companies in their own applications,

retrieval and indexing systems, provides the greatest potential for reuse among cultural

heritage institutions both in Ireland and abroad into the future.
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Appendices

Appendix I: Initial list of terms

abstinence

ailments

air (element)

air (gas)

alcoholic beverages

alcoholic drinks

alliance

amulets

animal behaviour

animal lore

appetite

asses

associations

autumn

baking

banshees

barley

beef

bees

beverages

bewitchment

blindness

bog-deal splinters

bogs

bonfires

bracelet

bread

breeding

buildings

bulls

butchering

cabbages

calves

candles

care of livestock

Catholic

cats

cattle

cattle lore

cereals

charms (object)

charms (verbal art)

chickens

children

clay

cleanliness

cloth

cloth manufacture

clouds

coal

cocks

coffee

cold

complaints

condiments

cooking

corn stacks

corn stands

cots

Counter-Reformation

cow-houses

cows

crews

crop rotation

crustaceans

currachs

dairy animals

dawn

daytime

deer

digging

diseases

divination

dogs

domestic animals

domestic birds

domestic hygiene

donkeys

drainage

dress

dressmaking

drifters (fishing boats)

drills

drinking

drinks

drought (weather)

dry

ducks

dung

dusk
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dying (cloth)

early Irish (pre-1200)

earth (element)

earth (soil)

east

eating

eggs

elf-shot

embroidery

epitaphs

evil eye

evil spirits

eye-ailments

fabric

fairies

fairy forts

fairy people

fairy tales

farm implements

farmers

fasting

Feast of St Martin

feathers

fertilisation (agricultural)

fertilisers

fertility

fire (element)

fire-fuel

fireplaces

fire-seed

fishermen

fishing

fishing crews

fishing lore

flax

fleece

floors

flowering plants

fodder

folk art

folk belief

folk costume

folk dance

folk drama

folk medicine

folk music

folk poetry

folk religion

folk songs

folk speech

folk tales

food preservation

foods

forests

four elements

fowling

foxes

Friday

frost

fruit

fungi

fur

game

gardens

geese

goats

grace

grace at meals

habits of animals

hair

hair-cutting

hard-udder/blast

hares

harvest (season)

harvesting

hatching

hay

hearths

hell

hens

herb-books

herding

hills

holy wells

honey

horses

hot

household economics

household fires

household vessels

households

houses

hunger

hunting

hurling

hygiene

insects

irrigation

jennets

jokes

kinship

knitting

knives

lacemaking

lakes

lambs

lamps

land rotation

landmarks (natural fea-

tures)

landmarks (structures)

lanterns

laying

leather
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legends

licences

livestock

local cuisine

local foods

looms

lore of animals

lore of cattle

lore of food

lowering the wind

luxury products

management of livestock

manures

masonry

mature

May Day

meals

meat

medieval

milk

milk disorders

milking

milling

modern boats

molluscs

Monday

monuments

mountains

mules

mythical places

mythology

myths

nesting

nets

newborn

night fires

night-time

noise

north

oars

oats

occupations

oil lights

onions

oral epics

orchards

other celestial objects

other growths

other heavenly bodies

other types of fuel

outhouses

pastures

peculiarities of animals

pelts

permits

personal hygiene

pests

pets

pig farming

piggeries

pigs

pike

plaice

planets

plants

ploughing

poaching

pollock

porpoises

post-Tridentine Catholicism

potatoes

poultry

powder

prayers

productivity

prophecies

proverbs

purgatory

quilting

rabbits

rain

rain lore

raising the wind

rays

remedies

ricks

rickstands

ridges

ring-forts

rites

rituals

rivers

rocks

roosters

root vegetables

root-crops

ropes

rudders

rushlights

rye

saints

salmon

Saturday

sayings

seals

seeds

seine-boats

seiners

shaving

sheep

shrubs

signs (portents)

skies

skin
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slings

smithing

smiths

snares

snow

snuff

solar folklore

solar system

sole

sources (water)

south

spades

spiders

spinning

spring (season)

springs (water)

St Stephen’s Day

stars

stones

storms/high winds

straw

streams

summer

Sunday

sunfish

superstition

swamp

tables

taboos

tabus

tailors

tails

tea

teasing

textiles

table for meals, the

thirst

thirteenth century

threshing

Thursday

tides

tobacco

trades

traditional music

traditions

traps

trawlers

treatment (cloth)

trees

trout

Tuesday

turf

turkeys

twelfth century

vegetables

vernacular architecture

washing

water (element)

water (liquid)

waves

Wednesday

weeds

wells

wells with special powers

west

wheat

whiting

wickerwork

wild birds

wind lore

winds

winnowing

winter

witchcraft

wolves

wood (fuel)

woods

wool (fibre)

wool (yarn)

working animals

worms

young
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Genre/Form

animal lore

belief

charms (verbal arts)

epitaphs

fairy tales

fishing lore

folk art

folk belief

folk costume

folk dance

folk drama

folk medicine

folk music

folk poetry

folk religion

folk songs

folk speech

folk tales

food lore

Irish folklore

jokes

legends

material culture

music

mythology

myths

oral epics

prayers

prophecies

proverbs

rain lore

signs (portents)

solar folklore

superstition

taboos

traditional music

traditions

verbal arts

vernacular architecture

wind lore

Abstract Entities 

and Concepts

religion

Catholicism

economics

household economics

noise

post-Tridentine Catholicism

sound

Time

autumn

Counter-Reformation

dawn

daytime

dusk

early Irish (pre-1200)

Friday

harvest (season)

medieval

Monday

night-time

Saturday

spring (season)

summer

Sunday

thirteenth century

Thursday

Tuesday

twelfth century

Wednesday

winter

Place / Space /

Environment

pastures

bogs

fairy forts

forests

gardens

hell

lakes

landmarks 

landscapes

mountains

orchards

purgatory

rivers

springs

swamps

Products

alcoholic drinks

barley

beef

bread

cabbages

cereals

coffee

condiments

drinks

dung

eggs

Appendix II: Stage 1 facet analysis
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fodder

fruits

honey

leather

linen

local foods

luxury products

meat

medical products

milk

oats

onions

pelts

plant products

potatoes

remedies

root vegetables

rye

snuff

tea

textiles

tobacco

vegetables

wheat

wool (yarn)

Activities

abstinence

agriculture

amusements

baking

breeding

butchering

carding

cooking

crop rotation

digging

divination

domestic hygiene

drainage

drinking

eating

embroidery

evil eye

fasting

fertilisation 

fishing

food preservation

fowling

gambling

game hunting

hair-cutting

harvesting

herding

hunting

hurling

irrigation

knitting

lacemaking

lowering the wind

magic tricks

masonry

milking

milling

needlework

personal hygiene

pig farming

ploughing

poaching

prayers at meals

quilting

raising the wind

shaving

smithing

spinning

table for meals

teasing

threshing

washing

wickerwork

winnowing

witchcraft

Processes and

Phenomena

animal diseases

appetite

blindness

bonfires

breeding 

clouds

diseases

drought (weather)

elf-shot

eye ailments

fire

frost

hard udder

hatching

high winds

household fires

hunger

laying

milk disorders

nesting

night fires

rain

snow

storms

thirst

tides

unnatural phenomena

waves

winds
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Events

All Soul’s Day

breakfast

carnivals

dinner

Easter

exhibitions

Feast of St Martin

festivals of the dead

Halloween

May Day

meals

rites

rituals

saints’ days

Samhain

Shrove Tuesday

St Stephen’s Day

wedding feasts

Agents

adults

amphibians

animals

banshees

bees

bulls

calves

cats

cattle

chickens

children

cocks

cows

crustaceans

dairy animals

deer

dogs

domestic animals

domestic birds

donkeys

ducks

evil spirits

fairies

farmers

fish

fishermen

fishing crews

flax (plant)

foxes

freshwater fish

fungi

game

geese

goats

hares

hens

horses

households

hungry grass

insects

jennets

lambs

livestock

mature animals

medicinal plants

molluscs

mules

newborn animals

people

pests

pets

pigs

pike

plaice

plants

pollock

porpoises

poultry

rabbits

rays

reptiles

rodents

saints

salmon

saltwater fish

seals

sheep

shrubs

smiths

sole

spiders

sunfish

tailors

trees

trout

turkeys

weeds

whiting

wild animals

wild birds

wolves

worms

Objects

amulets

animal housing

bog-deal splinters

bracelets

buildings

candles

charms (objects)

clothing

corn stacks
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cots

cow-houses

cups

currachs

dresses

drifters (fishing boats)

drills

farming equipment

fetters

fishing boats

herb books

holy wells

houses

kilts

knives (utensils)

knives (weapons)

landmarks (man-made

structures)

lanterns

licenses

looms

modern boats

monuments

muzzles 

nets

oil lights

outhouses

permits

piggeries

pitchers

planets

plates

powder

ridges

ringforts

ropes

rushlights

seiners

shebeens

skies

slings

snares

solar system

spades

spancels

stars

tables

traps

trawlers

utensils

vessels

wells

wells with special powers

Materials

air (element)

air (gas)

clay

coal

earth (element)

earth (soil)

fertilisers

fire (element)

fire-seed

fuels

hay

rocks

seeds

straw

turf

water (element)

water (liquid)

wood (fuel)

Attributes and

Properties

Catholic

dry

east

fertility

north

productivity

south

west

Parts and Components

feathers

fireplaces

fleece

floors

fur

hair

hearths

oars

rudders

skin

tails

wool (fibres)
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abstinence

TT: Activities

BT: food consumption

accessories

TT: Objects

BT: clothing and accessories

NT: amulets

NT: bracelets

NT: charms (objects)

adults

TT: Agents

BT: people

agricultural structures

TT: Objects

BT: man-made structures

NT: corn stacks

NT: ridges

agriculture

TT: Activities

RT: farmers

BT: economic activities

NT: animal husbandry

NT: crop cultivation

NT: land management

ailments

USE: diseases

air (element)

TT: Materials

BT: classical elements

air (gas)

TT: Materials

BT: inorganic materials

alcoholic beverages

USE: alcoholic drinks

alcoholic drinks

TT: Products

BT: drinks

UF: alcoholic beverages

All Soul’s Day

TT: Events

BT: feast days and religious 

holidays

amphibians

TT: Agents

BT: animals

amulets

TT: Objects

BT: accessories

amusements

TT: Activities

BT: entertainment and 

recreational activities

NT: magic tricks

animal behaviour

USE: animal processes and 

behaviour

animal control equipment

TT: Objects

RT: animals

BT: equipment

NT: fetters

NT: muzzles (equipment)

NT: spancels

animal diseases

TT: Processes and Phenomena

RT: animals

BT: diseases

NT: eye ailments

NT: milk disorders

Appendix III: 
Pilot thesaurus of Irish folklore alphabetical display
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animal foodstuffs

TT: Products

RT: animals

BT: food products

NT: fodder

animal housing

TT: Objects

RT: animals

BT: farm buildings

NT: cow-houses

NT: piggeries

animal husbandry

TT: Activities

RT: animals

BT: agriculture

UF: care of animals

UF: management of animals

animal lore

TT: Genre

RT: animals

BT: Genre

UF: animals, lore of

UF: lore of animals

animal processes and behaviour

TT: Processes and Phenomena

RT: animals

BT: biological processes

UF: animal behaviour

UF: habits of animals

UF: peculiarities of animal

animal products

TT: Products

RT: animals

BT: Products

NT: dairy products

NT: hides and skins

NT: hive products

NT: meat

animals

TT: Agents

RT: animal control equipment

RT: animal foodstuffs

RT: animal housing

RT: animal husbandry

RT: animal lore

RT: animal processes and behaviour

RT: animal products

RT: animal diseases

BT: Agents

animals, lore of

USE: animal lore

appetite

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: biological processes

Arabian folklore

TT: Genre

asses

USE: donkeys

autumn

TT: Time

RT: harvest festivals

RT: harvesting

BT: seasons

baking

TT: Activities

BT: food production

RT: bread

banshees

TT: Agents

BT: supernatural and 

legendary beings

barley

TT: Products

BT: cereals

beef

TT: Products

RT: cattle

BT: meat
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bees

TT: Agents

RT: honey

RT: hive products

BT: insects

belief

TT: Genre

RT: religion

BT: Genre

NT: folk belief

NT: folk religion

NT: mythology

beverages

USE: drinks

bewitchment

USE: witchcraft

biological processes

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: Processes and Phenomena

NT: human processes and behaviour

NT: animal processes and behaviour

NT: diseases

NT: appetite

NT: hunger

NT: thirst

biological properties

TT: Attributes and Properties

BT: Attributes and Properties

NT: fertility

birds

TT: Agents

BT: animals

NT: chickens

NT: ducks

NT: geese

NT: turkeys

blast (milk disorder)

USE: milk disorders

blindness

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: eye ailments

boat parts

TT: Parts and Components

RT: fishing boats

BT: object components

NT: oars

NT: rudders

bog-deal splinters

TT: Objects

BT: lighting equipment

bogs

TT: Place/Space/Environment

BT: geographical features

bonfires

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: fire

bracelets

TT: Objects

BT: accessories

bread

TT: Products

RT: bread

BT: food products

breakfast

TT: Events

BT: meals

breeding (animal husbandry)

TT: Activities

BT: animal husbandry

breeding (process)

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: biological processes

NT: hatching

NT: laying

NT: nesting
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building and decorative crafts

TT: Activities 

BT: trades and crafts

NT: masonry

NT: smithing

NT: wickerwork

building components

TT: Parts and Components

RT: buildings

BT: object components

NT: fireplaces

NT: floors

NT: hearths

buildings

TT: Objects

RT: building components

BT: man-made structures

NT: farm buildings

NT: fortifications

NT: residential buildings

bulls

TT: Agents

BT: cattle

butchering

TT: Activities

RT: animal products

BT: food production

cabbages

TT: Products

BT: vegetables

calves

TT: Agents

BT: cattle

candles

TT: Objects

RT: household equipment

BT: lighting equipment

cardinal points

TT: Attributes and Properties

BT: positional attributes

UF: points of the compass

carding

TT: Activities

BT: textiles and leather crafts

care of animals

USE: animal husbandry

carnivals

TT: Events

BT: entertainment and recreational 

events

carnivores

TT: Agents

BT: mammals

NT: cats

NT: dogs

NT: foxes

NT: wolves

catching animals

TT: Activities

BT: economic activities

NT: fishing

NT: hunting

Catholic

TT: Attributes and Properties

RT: Catholicism

BT: religious attributes

Catholic Reformation

USE: Counter-Reformation

Catholic Revival

USE: Counter-Reformation

Catholicism

TT: Abstract Entities and 

Concepts

RT: Catholic

BT: religion

NT: post-Tridentine Catholicism
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cats

TT: Agents

BT: carnivores

cattle

TT: Agents

RT: animal products

BT: hoofed mammals

NT: bulls

NT: calves

NT: cows

celebratory events

TT: Events

BT: Events

NT: wedding feasts

celestial objects

TT: Objects

BT: natural objects 

cereals

TT: Products

BT: plant products

NT: barley

NT: oats

NT: rye

NT: wheat

ceremonial events

TT: Events

BT: Events

NT: rites

NT: rituals

charms (objects)

TT: Objects

RT: charms (verbal arts)

BT: accessories

charms (verbal arts)

TT: Genre

RT: charms (objects)

BT: verbal arts

chemical processes

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: Processes and Phenomena

NT: fire

chickens

TT: Agents

BT: birds

NT: cocks

NT: hens

children

TT: Agents

BT: people

classical elements

TT: Materials

BT: Materials

UF: four elements

NT: air (element)

NT: earth (element)

NT: fire (element)

NT: water (element)

clay

TT: Materials

BT: earth (soil)

cleaning and hygiene practices

TT: Activities

BT: social activities

NT: hair-cutting

NT: shaving

NT: washing

cloth

USE: textiles

clothing

TT: Objects

RT: textiles

BT: clothing and accessories

NT: dresses

NT: kilts
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clothing and accessories

TT: Objects

BT: Objects

NT: accessories

NT: clothing

clouds

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: naturally occurring phenomena

coal

TT: Materials

BT: fuels

cocks

TT: Agents

BT: chickens

UF: roosters

coffee

TT: Products

BT: drinks

complaints (sickness)

USE: diseases

condiments

TT: Products

BT: food products

cooking

TT: Activities

BT: food consumption

corn stacks

TT: Objects

BT: agricultural structures

UF: corn stands

UF: ricks

UF: rickstands

corn stands

USE: corn stacks

cots

TT: Objects

BT: traditional boats

Counter Reformation

USE: Counter-Reformation

Counter-Reformation

TT: Time

RT: post-Tridentine Catholicism

BT: historical periods

UF: Catholic Reformation

UF: Catholic Revival

UF: Counter Reformation

cow houses

USE: cow-houses

cow-houses

TT: Objects

BT: animal housing

UF: cow houses

cows

TT: Agents

RT: milk

BT: cattle

craft equipment

TT: Objects

RT: textiles and leather crafts

BT: equipment

NT: looms

crews

TT: Agents

BT: people

NT: fishing crews

crop cultivation

TT: Activities

RT: plant products

RT: crop rotation

BT: agriculture

crop rotation

TT: Activities

RT: plant products

RT: crop cultivation

BT: land management

UF: land rotation
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crops

USE: plant products

crustaceans

TT: Agents

BT: invertebrates

cups

TT: Objects

BT: vessels

currachs

TT: Objects

BT: traditional boats

cursed plants

TT: Agents

BT: plants

dairy animals

TT: Agents

RT: milk disorders

RT: dairy products

BT: animals

dairy products

TT: Products

RT: dairy animals

BT: animal products

dawn

TT: Time

BT: times of the day

days of the week

TT: Time

BT: Time

NT: Friday

NT: Monday

NT: Saturday

NT: Sunday

NT: Thursday

NT: Tuesday

NT: Wednesday

daytime

TT: Time

BT: times of the day

deer

TT: Agents

BT: hoofed mammals

digging

TT: Activities

RT: spades

BT: crop cultivation

dinner

TT: Events

BT: meals

disciplines

TT: Abstract Entities and Concepts

BT: Abstract Entities and Concepts

NT: economics

NT: physics

NT: religion

diseases

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: biological processes

UF: ailments

UF: complaints (sickness)

NT: animal diseases

NT: supernatural diseases

divination

TT: Activities 

BT: supernatural practices

dogs

TT: Agents

BT: carnivores

domestic animals

TT: Agents

BT: animals

domestic birds

TT: Agents

BT: animals

donkeys

TT: Agents

RT: horses

RT: mules
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BT: hoofed mammals

UF: asses

drainage

TT: Activities

BT: land management

dresses

TT: Objects

BT: clothing

drifters (fishing boats)

TT: Objects

BT: traditional boats

drills

TT: Objects

BT: general equipment

drinking

TT: Activities

RT: drinks

BT: food consumption

drinks

TT: Products

RT: drinking

BT: food products

UF: beverages

NT: alcoholic drinks

NT: coffee

NT: tea

drought (weather)

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: naturally occurring phenomena

dry

TT: Attributes and Properties

BT: physical attributes

ducks

TT: Agents

BT: birds

dung

TT: Products

RT: fertilisers

BT: waste products

UF: manure

dusk

TT: Time

BT: times of the day

early Irish (pre-1200)

TT: Time

BT: historical periods

earth (element)

TT: Materials

BT: classical elements

earth (soil)

TT: Materials

BT: inorganic

NT: clay

east

TT: Attributes and Properties

BT: cardinal points

Easter

TT: Events

BT: feast days and religious holidays

eating

TT: Activities

BT: food consumption

economic activities

TT: Activities

BT: Activities

UF: employment

UF: work

NT: agriculture

NT: catching animals

NT: trades and crafts

economic properties

TT: Attributes and Properties

BT: Attributes and Properties

NT: productivity

economics

TT: Abstract Entities and Concepts

BT: disciplines

NT: household economics

eggs

TT: Products
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RT: hens

BT: dairy products

elf-shot

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: supernatural diseases

embroidery

TT: Activities

BT: needlework

employment

USE: economic activities

entertainment and recreational activities

TT: Activities

RT: entertainment and recreational

events

BT: social activities

NT: amusements

NT: gambling

NT: hurling

entertainment and recreational events

TT: Events

RT: entertainment and recreational 

activities

BT: social activities

NT: carnivals

NT: exhibitions

epitaphs

TT: Genre

BT: folk poetry

equipment

TT: Objects

BT: Objects

NT: animal control equipment

NT: craft equipment

NT: farming equipment

NT: fishing equipment

NT: general equipment

NT: household equipment

NT: hunting equipment

NT: lighting equipment

NT: weapons

evil eye

TT: Activities

BT: supernatural practices

evil spirits

TT: Agents

BT: supernatural and legendary 

beings

exhibitions

TT: Events

BT: entertainment and recreational

events

eye ailments

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: animal diseases

UF: eye disease

NT: blindness

eye disease

USE: eye ailments

fabric

USE: textiles

fairies

TT: Agents

BT: supernatural and legendary 

beings

UF: fairy people

fairy forts

TT: Place/Space/Environment

BT: legendary and spiritual places

fairy people

USE: fairies

fairy tales

TT: Genre

BT: narratives

farm buildings

TT: Objects

RT: farmers

BT: buildings

NT: animal housing

NT: outhouses
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farmers

TT: Agents

RT: agriculture

RT: farm buildings

RT: farming equipment

BT: people

farming equipment

TT: Objects

RT: farmers

BT: equipment

fasting

TT: Activities

BT: food consumption

feast days and religious holidays

TT: Events

BT: Events

NT: All Soul’s Day

NT: Easter

NT: Halloween

NT: Shrove Tuesday

NT: saints’ days

Feast of St Martin

TT: Events

BT: saints’ days

feathers

TT: Parts and Components

BT: parts of the body

fertilisation (agricultural)

TT: activities

RT: fertilisers

BT: land management

fertilisers

TT: Materials

RT: dung

RT: fertilisation (agricultural)

BT: Materials

fertility

TT: Attributes and Properties

BT: biological properties

festivals of the dead

TT: Events

RT: Halloween

RT: Samhain

BT: Events

fetters

TT: Objects

BT: animal control equipment

fibre products

TT: Products

BT: Products

NT: textiles

NT: wool (yarn)

fire

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: chemical processes

NT: bonfires

NT: household fires

NT: night fires

fire (element)

TT: Materials

BT: classical elements

fire-fuel

USE: fire-seed

fire-seed

TT: Materials

RT: plant materials

BT: fuels

UF: fire-fuel

fireplaces

TT: Parts and Components

BT: building components

fish

TT: Agents

BT: animals

NT: freshwater fish

NT: saltwater fish

fishermen

TT: Agents
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RT: fishing

RT: fishing equipment

RT: fishing lore

BT: people

fishing

TT: Activities

RT: fishermen

RT: fishing equipment

RT: fishing lore

BT: catching animals

fishing boats

TT: Objects

RT: boat parts

BT: fishing equipment

NT: modern boats

NT: traditional boats

fishing crews

TT: Agents

BT: crews

fishing equipment

TT: Objects

RT: fishermen

RT: fishing

RT: fishing lore

BT: equipment

NT: fishing boats

fishing lore

TT: Genre

RT: fishermen

RT: fishing

RT: fishing equipment

BT: Genre

flax (plant)

TT: Agents

RT: linen

BT: flowering plants

fleece

TT: Parts and Components

BT: parts of the body

floors

TT: Parts and Components

BT: building components

flowering plants

TT: Agents

BT: plants

NT: flax (plant)

fodder

TT: Products

BT: animal foodstuffs

folk art

TT: Genre

BT: material culture

folk belief

TT: Genre

BT: belief

NT: prophecies

NT: signs (portents)

NT: superstition

NT: taboos

folk costume

TT: Genre

BT: material culture

folk dance

TT: Genre

BT: other genres and forms

folk drama

TT: Genre

BT: narratives

folk medicine

TT: Genre

BT: other genres and forms

folk music

TT: Genre

BT: music

folk poetry

TT: Genre

BT: narratives

NT: epitaphs

NT: oral epics
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folk religion

TT: Genre

BT: belief

folk songs

TT: Genre

BT: music

folk speech

TT: Genre

BT: verbal arts

folk tales

TT: Genre

BT: narratives

food consumption

TT: Activities

BT: foodways

NT: abstinence

NT: cooking

NT: drinking

NT: eating

NT: fasting

food lore

TT: Genre

RT: food products

RT: plant products

RT: foodways

BT: Genre

UF: food, lore of

UF: lore of food

food preparation

TT: Activities

BT: foodways

food preservation

TT: Activities

BT: foodways

UF: food, preservation of

UF: preservation of food

food production

TT: Activities

BT: trades and crafts

NT: baking

NT: butchering

food products

TT: Products 

RT: food lore

BT: Products

NT: animal foodstuffs

NT: drinks

NT: foodstuffs

food rituals and practices

TT: Activities

BT: foodways

NT: prayers at meals

NT: table for meals

food, lore of

USE: food lore

food, preservation of

USE: food preservation

foodstuffs

TT: Products

BT: food products

foodways

TT: Activities

RT: food lore

BT: social activities

NT: food consumption

NT: food preparation

NT: food preservation

NT: food rituals and practices

forests

TT: Place/Space/Environment

RT: trees

BT: geographical features

UF: woods

fortifications

TT: Objects

BT: buildings

NT: ringforts

four elements

USE: classical elements

fowling

TT: Activities

BT: hunting
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foxes

TT: Agents

BT: carnivores

freshwater fish

TT: Agents

BT: fish

NT: pike

NT: salmon

NT: sunfish

NT: trout

Friday

TT: Time

BT: days of the week

frost

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: naturally occurring phenomena

fruits

TT: Products

RT: orchards

BT: plant products

fuels

TT: Materials

BT: Materials

NT: coal

NT: fire-seed

NT: turf

NT: wood (fuel)

fungi

TT: Agents

BT: other living organisms

fur

TT: Parts and Components

BT: parts of the body

furnishings

TT: Objects

BT: Objects

NT: household furnishings 

and decorations

gambling

TT: Activities 

BT: entertainment and 

recreational activities

game

TT: Agents

BT: (by function)

game hunting

TT: Activities

BT: hunting

gardens

TT: Place/Space/Environment

BT: man-made landscapes

geese

TT: Agents

BT: birds

general equipment

TT: Objects

BT: equipment

NT: drills

NT: nets

NT: powder

NT: ropes

NT: slings

NT: spades

geographical features

TT: Place/Space/Environment

BT: Place/Space/Environment

goats

TT: Agents

RT: milk

BT: hoofed mammals

grace (prayers)

USE: prayers

habits of animals

USE: animal processes and behaviour

hair

TT: Parts and Components

BT: parts of the body
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hair-cutting

TT: Activities

BT: cleaning and hygiene practices

Halloween

TT: Events

RT: festivals of the dead

RT: Samhain

BT: feast days and religious 

holidays

hard udder

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: milk disorders

hares

TT: Agents

BT: hares and rabbits

hares and rabbits

TT: Agents

BT: mammals

NT: hares

NT: rabbits

harvest (season)

TT: Time

RT: harvest festivals

RT: harvesting

BT: seasons

harvest festivals

TT: Events

RT: Autumn

RT: harvest (season)

RT: harvesting

BT: Events

NT: Samhain

harvesting

TT: Activities

RT: Autumn

RT: harvest (season)

RT: harvest festivals

BT: crop cultivation

hatching

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: breeding (process)

hay

TT: Materials

BT: plant materials

hearths

TT: Parts and Components

BT: building components

hell

TT: Place/Space/Environment

BT: legendary and spiritual 

places

hens

TT: Agents

RT: eggs

BT: chickens

herb books

TT: Objects

BT: written communications

herding

TT: Activities

BT: animal husbandry

hides and skins

TT: Products

BT: animal products

NT: leather

NT: pelts

high winds

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: storms

hills

USE: mountains

historical and commemorative structures

TT: Objects

BT: man-made structures

NT: monuments
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historical periods

TT: Time

BT: Time

hive products

TT: Products

RT: bees

BT: animal products

NT: honey

Hollywood folklore

TT: Genre

BT: Genre

holy wells

TT: Objects 

BT: wells with special powers

honey

TT: Products

RT: bees

BT: hive products

hoofed mammals

TT: Agents

BT: mammals

horses

TT: Agents

RT: donkeys

RT: mules

BT: hoofed mammals

household economics

TT: Abstract Entities and 

Concepts

RT: households

BT: economics

household equipment

TT: Objects

RT: households

RT: houses

BT: equipment

NT: utensils

NT: vessels

household fires

TT: Processes and Phenomena

RT: households

RT: houses

BT: fire

household furnishings and decorations

TT: Objects

RT: households

RT: houses

BT: furnishings

NT: tables

households

TT: Agents

RT: houses

RT: household economics

RT: household equipment

RT: household fires

RT: household furnishings 

and decorations

BT: people

houses

TT: Objects

RT: households

RT: household equipment

RT: household fires

RT: household furnishings 

and decorations

BT: residential buildings

human processes and behaviour

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: biological processes

hunger

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: biological processes

hungry grass

TT: Agents

BT: cursed plants
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hunting

TT: Activities

RT: hunting equipment

BT: catching animals

NT: fowling

NT: game hunting

NT: poaching

hunting equipment

TT: Objects

RT: hunting

BT: equipment

NT: snares

NT: traps

hurling

TT: Activities

BT: entertainment and 

recreational activities

inorganic materials

TT: Materials

BT: Materials

NT: air (gas)

NT: earth (soil)

NT: rocks

NT: water (liquid)

insects

TT: Agents

BT: invertebrates

NT: bees

invertebrates

TT: Agents

BT: animals

NT: crustaceans

NT: insects

NT: molluscs

NT: spiders

NT: worms

Irish folklore

TT: Genre

BT: Genre

irrigation

TT: Activities

BT: land management

jennets

TT: Agents

BT: hoofed mammals

jokes

TT: Genre

BT: verbal arts

kilts

TT: Objects

BT: clothing

knitting

TT: Activities

BT: textiles and leather crafts

knives (utensils)

TT: Objects

RT: knives (weapons)

BT: utensils

knives (weapons)

TT: Objects

RT: knives (utensils)

BT: weapons

lacemaking

TT: Activities

BT: needlework

lakes

TT: Place/Space/Environment

BT: geographical features

lambs

TT: Agents

BT: sheep

lamps

USE: lanterns

land management

TT: Activities

BT: agriculture

NT: crop rotation

NT: drainage
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NT: fertilisation (agricultural)

NT: irrigation

land rotation

USE: crop rotation

landmarks (geographical features)

TT: Place/Space/Environment

RT: landmarks (man-made 

structures)

BT: geographical features

landmarks (man-made structures)

TT: Objects

RT: landmarks (geographical 

features)

BT: man-made structures

landscapes

TT: Place/Space/Environment

BT: Place/Space/Environment

NT: man-made landscapes

NT: natural landscapes

lanterns

TT: Objects

BT: lighting equipment

UF: lamps

laying

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: breeding (process)

leather

TT: Products

BT: hides and skins

legendary and spiritual places

TT: Place/Space/Environment

BT: Place/Space/Environment

UF: mythical places

NT: fairy forts

NT: hell

NT: purgatory

legends

TT: Genre

RT: myths

BT: narratives

licenses

TT: Objects

BT: written communications

lighting equipment

TT: Objects

BT: equipment

linen

TT: Products

RT: flax (plant)

BT: textiles

livestock

TT: Agents

BT: animals

local cuisine

USE: local foods

local foods

TT: Products

BT: food products

UF: local cuisine

looms

TT: Objects

BT: craft equipment

lore of animals

USE: animal lore

lore of food

USE: food lore

lowering the wind

TT: Activities 

BT: weather manipulation

luxury products

TT: Products

BT: Products

NT: snuff

NT: tobacco

magic tricks

TT: Activities

BT: amusements

mammals

TT: Agents

BT: animals
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NT: carnivores

NT: hares and rabbits

NT: hoofed mammals

NT: marine mammals

NT: rodents

man-made landscapes

TT: Place/Space/Environment

BT: landscapes

NT: gardens

NT: orchards

NT: pastures

man-made structures

TT: Objects

BT: Objects

NT: agricultural structures

NT: buildings

NT: historical and commemorative 

structures

NT: landmarks (man-made 

structures)

NT: water management structures

management of animals

USE: animal husbandry

manure

USE: dung

marine mammals

TT: Agents

BT: mammals

NT: porpoises

NT: seals

masonry

TT: Activities

BT: building and decorative crafts

material culture

TT: Genre

BT: Genre

NT: folk art

NT: folk costume

NT: vernacular architecture

mature animals

TT: Agents

BT: animals

May Day

TT: Events

BT: springtime festivals

meals

TT: Events

BT: regular events

NT: breakfast

NT: dinner

meat

TT: Products

BT: animal products

NT: beef

medical products

TT: Products

BT: Products

NT: remedies

medicinal plants

TT: Agents

BT: plants

medieval

TT: Time

BT: historical periods

memorials

USE: monuments

milk

TT: Products

RT: cows

RT: goats

BT: dairy products

milk disorders

TT: Processes and Phenomena

RT: dairy animals

BT: animal diseases

UF: blast (milk disorder)

NT: hard udder
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milking

TT: Activities

BT: animal husbandry

milling

TT: Activities

BT: textiles and leather crafts

modern boats

TT: Objects

BT: fishing boats

NT: trawlers

molluscs

TT: Agents

BT: invertebrates

Monday

TT: Time

BT: days of the week

monuments

TT: Objects

BT: historical and commemorative 

structures

UF: memorials

mountains

TT: Place/Space/Environment

BT: geographical features

UF: hills

mules

TT: Agents

RT: donkeys

RT: horses

BT: hoofed mammals

music

TT: Genre

RT: sound

BT: Genre

NT: folk music

NT: folk songs

NT: traditional music

muzzles (equipment)

TT: Objects

BT: animal control equipment

mythical places

USE: legendary and spiritual places

mythology

TT: Genre

RT: myths

BT: belief

myths

TT: Genre

RT: legends

RT: mythology

BT: narratives

narratives

TT: Genre

BT: Genre

NT: fairy tales

NT: folk drama

NT: folk poetry

NT: folk tales

NT: legends

NT: myths

natural landscapes

TT: Place/Space/Environment

BT: landscapes

natural objects

TT: Objects

BT: Objects

NT: celestial objects

naturally occurring phenomena

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: Processes and Phenomena

NT: clouds

NT: drought (weather)

NT: frost

NT: precipitation

NT: storms
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NT: tides

NT: waves

NT: winds

needlework

TT: Activities

BT: textiles and leather crafts

NT: embroidery

NT: lacemaking

NT: quilting

nesting

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: breeding (process)

nets

TT: Objects

BT: general equipment

newborn animals

TT: Agents

BT: animals

night fires

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: fire

night-time

TT: Time

BT: times of the day

noise

TT: Abstract Entities and Concepts

BT: sound

north

TT: Attributes and Properties

BT: cardinal points

oars

TT: Parts and Components

BT: boat parts

oats

TT: Products

BT: cereals

object components

TT: Parts and Components

BT: Parts and Components

NT: boat parts

NT: building components

occupations

USE: trades and crafts

oil lights

TT: Objects

BT: lighting equipment

onions

TT: Products

BT: root vegetables

oral epics

TT: Genre

BT: folk poetry

orchards

TT: Place/Space/Landscape

RT: fruits

BT: man-made landscapes

organic

TT: Materials

BT: Materials

NT: plant materials

other genres and forms

TT: Genre

BT: Genre

NT: folk dance

NT: folk medicine

NT: traditions

other living organisms

TT: Agents

BT: Agents

NT: fungi

NT: plants

outhouses

TT: Objects

BT: farm buildings

parts of the body

TT: Parts and components

BT: Parts and components
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pastures

TT: Place/space/landscape

BT: man-made landscapes

peculiarities of animals

USE: animal processes and 

behaviour

pelts

TT: Products

BT: hides and skins

people

TT: Agents

BT: Agents

permits

TT: Objects

BT: written communications

pests

TT: Agents

BT: animals

pets

TT: Agents

BT: animals

physical attributes

TT: Attributes and Properties

BT: Attributes and Properties

NT: dry

physics

TT: Abstract Entities and 

Concepts

BT: disciplines

NT: sound

pig farming

TT: Activities

BT: animal husbandry

piggeries

TT: Objects

BT: animal housing

pigs

TT: Agents

BT: hoofed mammals

pike

TT: Agents

BT: freshwater fish

pitchers

TT: Objects

BT: vessels

plaice

TT: Agents

BT: saltwater fish

planets

TT: Objects

BT: celestial objects

plant materials

TT: Materials

RT: fire-seed

BT: organic

NT: hay

NT: seeds

NT: straw

plant products

TT: Products

RT: food lore

BT: Products

NT: cereals

NT: fruits

NT: vegetables

plants

TT: Agents

BT: other living organisms

plates

TT: Objects

BT: utensils

ploughing

TT: Activities

BT: crop cultivation

poaching

TT: Activities

BT: hunting
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points of the compass

USE: cardinal points

pollock

TT: Agents

BT: saltwater fish

porpoises

TT: Agents

BT: marine mammals

positional attributes

TT: Attributes and Properties

BT: Attributes and Properties

NT: cardinal points

post-Tridentine Catholicism

TT: Abstract Entities and Concepts

RT: Counter-Reformation

BT: Catholicism

potatoes

TT: Products

BT: root vegetables

poultry

TT: Agents

BT: animals

powder

TT: Objects

BT: general equipment

prayers

TT: Genre

BT: verbal arts

UF: grace (prayers)

prayers at meals

TT: Activities

BT: food rituals and practices

precipitation

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: naturally occurring phenomena

NT: rain

NT: snow

preservation of food

USE: food preservation

productivity

TT: Attributes and Properties

BT: economic properties

prophecies

TT: Genre

BT: folk belief

proverbs

TT: Genre

BT: verbal arts

UF: sayings

purgatory

TT: Place/Space/Landscape

BT: legendary and spiritual places

quilting

TT: Activities

BT: needlework

rabbits

TT: Agents

BT: hares and rabbits

rain

TT: Processes and Phenomena

RT: rain lore

BT: precipitation

rain lore

TT: Genre

RT: rain

BT: weather lore

raising the wind

TT: Activities

BT: weather manipulation

rays

TT: Agents

BT: saltwater fish

recreational buildings

TT: Objects

BT: buildings
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regular events

TT: Events

BT: Events

NT: meals

religion

TT: Abstract Entities and Concepts

RT: belief

BT: disciplines

NT: Catholicism

religious attributes

TT: Attributes and Properties

BT: Attributes and Properties

NT: Catholic

remedies

TT: Products

BT: medical products

reptiles

TT: Agents

BT: animals

residential buildings

TT: Objects

BT: buildings

NT: houses

ricks

USE: corn stacks

rickstands

USE: corn stacks

ridges

TT: Objects

BT: agricultural structures

ring-forts

USE: ringforts

ringforts

TT: Objects

BT: fortifications

UF: ring-forts

rites

TT: Events

BT: ceremonial events

rituals

TT: Events

BT: ceremonial events

rivers

TT: Place/Space/Environment

BT: geographical features

UF: streams

rocks

TT: Materials

BT: inorganic materials

UF: stones

rodents

TT: Agents

BT: mammals

roosters

USE: cocks

root crops

USE: root vegetables

root vegetables

TT: Products

BT: vegetables

UF: root crops

UF: root-crops

NT: onions

NT: potatoes

root-crops

USE: root vegetables

ropes

TT: Objects

BT: general equipment

rudders

TT: Parts and Components

BT: boat parts

rushlights

TT: Objects

BT: lighting equipment

rye

TT: Products

BT: cereals
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saints

TT: Agents

BT: supernatural and legendary 

beings

saints’ days

TT: Events

BT: feast days and religious holidays

NT: Feast of St Martin

NT: St Stephen’s Day

salmon

TT: Agents

BT: freshwater fish

saltwater fish

TT: Agents

BT: fish

NT: plaice

NT: pollock

NT: rays

NT: sole

NT: whiting

Samhain

TT: Events

RT: festivals of the dead

RT: Halloween

BT: harvest festivals

Saturday

TT: Time

BT: days of the week

sayings

USE: proverbs

seals

TT: Agents

BT: marine mammals

seasons

TT: Time

BT: Time

seeds

TT: Materials

BT: plant materials

seine boats

USE: seiners

seine-boats

USE: seiners

seiners

TT: Objects

BT: traditional boats

UF: seine boats

UF: seine-boats

shaving

TT: Activities

BT: cleaning and hygiene practices

shebeens

TT: Objects

BT: recreational buildings

sheep

TT: Agents

BT: hoofed mammals

NT: lambs

Shrove Tuesday

TT: Events

BT: feast days and religious holidays

shrubs

TT: Agents

BT: woody plants

signs (portents)

TT: Genre

BT: folk belief

skies

TT: Objects

BT: celestial objects

skin

TT: Parts and Components

BT: parts of the body

slings

TT: Objects

BT: general equipment

smithing

TT: Activities
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RT: smiths

BT: building and decorative crafts

smiths

TT: Agents

RT: smithing

BT: people

snares

TT: Objects

BT: hunting equipment

snow

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: precipitation

snuff

TT: Products

BT: luxury products

social activities

TT: Activities

BT: Activities

NT: cleaning and hygiene practices

NT: entertainment and recreational 

activities

NT: foodways

solar folklore

TT: Genre

BT: Genre

solar system

TT: Objects

BT: celestial objects

sole

TT: Agents

BT: saltwater fish

sound

TT: Abstract Entities and Concepts

RT: music

BT: physics

NT: noise

sources (water)

USE: springs (water)

south

TT: Attributes and Properties

BT: cardinal points

spades

TT: Objects

RT: digging

BT: general equipment

spancels

TT: Objects

BT: animal control equipment

spiders

TT: Agents

BT: invertebrates

spinning

TT: Activities

BT: textiles and leather crafts

spring (season)

TT: Time

RT: springtime festivals

BT: seasons

springs (water)

TT: Place/Space/Environment

RT: wells

BT: geographical features

UF: sources (water)

springtime festivals

TT: Events

RT: spring (season)

BT: Events

NT: May Day

St Stephen’s Day

TT: Events

BT: saints’ days

stars

TT: Objects

BT: celestial objects

stones

USE: rocks
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storms

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: naturally occurring phenomena

NT: high winds

straw

TT: Materials

BT: plant materials

streams

USE: rivers

summer

TT: Time

BT: seasons

Sunday

TT: Time

BT: days of the week

sunfish

TT: Agents

BT: freshwater fish

supernatural and legendary beings

TT: Agents

RT: supernatural practices

BT: Agents

NT: banshees

NT: evil spirits

NT: fairies

NT: saints

supernatural diseases

TT: Processes and Phenomena

RT: supernatural practices

BT: diseases

NT: elf-shot

supernatural practices

TT: Activities

RT: supernatural and legendary 

beings

RT: supernatural diseases

BT: Activities

NT: divination

NT: evil eye

NT: weather manipulation

NT: witchcraft

superstition

TT: Genre

BT: folk belief

swamps

TT: Place/Space/Environment

BT: geographical features

tables

TT: Objects

BT: household furnishings 

and decorations

taboos

TT: Genres

BT: folk belief

UF: tabus

tabus

USE: taboos

tailors

TT: Agents

BT: people

tails

TT: Parts and Components

BT: parts of the body

tea

TT: Products

BT: drinks

teasing

TT: Activities

BT: textiles and leather crafts

textile manufacturing

TT: Activities

BT: textiles and leather crafts

textiles

TT: Products

RT: clothing

BT: fibre products

UF: cloth

UF: fabric
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NT: linen

textiles and leather crafts

TT: Activities

RT: craft equipment

BT: trades and crafts

NT: carding

NT: knitting

NT: milling

NT: needlework

NT: spinning

NT: teasing

NT: textile manufacturing

table for meals

TT: Activities

BT: food rituals and practices

thermal attributes

TT: Attributes and Properties

BT: Attributes and Properties

thirst

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: biological processes

thirteenth century

TT: Time

BT: historical periods

threshing

TT: Activities

BT: crop cultivation

Thursday

TT: Time

BT: days of the week

tides

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: naturally occurring phenomena

times of the day

TT: Time

BT: Time

NT: dawn

NT: daytime

NT: dusk

NT: night-time

tobacco

TT: Products

BT: luxury products

trades and crafts

TT: Activities

BT: economic activities

UF: occupations

NT: building and decorative crafts

NT: food production

NT: textiles and leather crafts

traditional boats

TT: Objects

BT: fishing boats

NT: cots

NT: currachs

NT: drifters (fishing boats)

NT: seiners

traditional music

TT: Genre

BT: music

traditions

TT: Genre

BT: other genres and forms

traps

TT: Objects

BT: hunting equipment

trawlers

TT: Objects

BT: modern boats

trees

TT: Agents

RT: forests

RT: wood (fuel)

BT: woody plants

trout

TT: Agents

BT: freshwater fish

Tuesday

TT: Time

BT: days of the week
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turf

TT: Materials

BT: fuels

turkeys

TT: Agents

BT: birds

twelfth century

TT: Time

BT: historical periods

unnatural phenomena

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: Processes and Phenomena

utensils

TT: Objects

BT: household equipment

NT: knives (utensils)

NT: plates

vegetables

TT: Products

BT: plant products

NT: cabbages

NT: root vegetables

verbal arts

TT: Genre

BT: Genre

NT: charms (verbal arts)

NT: folk speech

NT: jokes

NT: prayers

NT: proverbs

vernacular architecture

TT: Genre

BT: material culture

vessels

TT: Objects

BT: household equipment

NT: cups

NT: pitchers

washing

TT: Activities

BT: cleaning and hygiene practices

waste products

TT: Products

BT: Products

NT: dung

water (element)

TT: Materials

BT: classical elements

water (liquid)

TT: Materials

BT: inorganic

water management structures

TT: Objects

BT: man-made structures

NT: wells

waves

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: naturally occurring phenomena

weapons

TT: Objects

BT: equipment

NT: knives (weapons)

weather lore

TT: Genre

RT: weather manipulation

BT: Genre

NT: rain lore

NT: wind lore

weather manipulation

TT: Activities

RT: weather lore

BT: supernatural practices

NT: lowering the wind

NT: raising the wind

wedding feasts

TT: Events

BT: celebratory events

Wednesday

TT: Time

BT: days of the week

weeds

TT: Agents

BT: plants
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wells

TT: Objects

BT: water management structures

NT: wells with special powers

wells with special powers

TT: Objects

BT: wells

NT: holy wells

west

TT: Attributes and Properties

BT: cardinal points

wheat

TT: Products

BT: cereals

whiting

TT: Agents

BT: saltwater fish

wickerwork

TT: Activities

BT: building and decorative 

crafts

wild animals

TT: Agents

BT: animals

wild birds

TT: Agents

BT: animals

wind lore

TT: Genre

BT: weather lore

winds

TT: Processes and Phenomena

BT: naturally occurring phenomena

winnowing

TT: Activities

BT: crop cultivation

winter

TT: Time

BT: season

witchcraft

TT: Activities

BT: supernatural practices

UF: bewitchment

wolves

TT: Agents

BT: carnivores

wood (fuel)

TT: Materials

RT: trees

BT: fuels

woods

USE: forests

woody plants

TT: Agents

BT: plants

NT: shrubs

NT: trees

wool (fibres)

TT: Parts and Components

RT: wool (yarn)

BT: parts of the body

wool (yarn)

TT: Products

RT: wool (fibres)

BT: fibre products

work

USE: economic activities

working animals

TT: Agents

BT: animals

worms

TT: Agents

BT: invertebrates

written communications

TT: Objects

BT: Objects

NT: herb books

NT: licenses

NT: permits

young animals

TT: Agents

BT: animals
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Appendix IV: 
Pilot thesaurus of Irish folklore hierarchical display

Genre

. NT1 belief

. . NT2 folk belief

. . . NT3 prophecies

. . . NT3 signs (portents)

. . . NT3 superstition

. . . NT3 taboos

. . NT2 folk religion

. . NT2 mythology

. NT1 material culture

. . NT2 folk art

. . NT2 folk costume

. . NT2 vernacular architecture

. NT1 music

. . NT2 folk music

. . NT2 folk songs

. . NT2 traditional music

. NT1 narratives

. . NT2 fairy tales

. . NT2 folk drama

. . NT2 folk poetry

. . . NT3 epitaphs

. . . NT3 oral epics

. . NT2 folk tales

. . NT2 legends

. . NT2 myths

. NT1 verbal arts

. . NT2 charms (verbal arts)

. . NT2 folk speech

. . NT2 jokes

. . NT2 prayers

. . NT2 proverbs

. NT1 other genres and forms

. . NT2 folk dance

. . NT2 folk medicine

. . NT2 traditions
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(genre by location)

. NT1 Arabian folklore

. NT1 Hollywood folklore

. NT1 Irish folklore

(genre by subject)

. NT1 animal lore

. NT1 fishing lore

. NT1 food lore

. NT1 solar folklore

. NT1 weather lore

. . NT2 rain lore

. . NT2 wind lore

Abstract Entities and Concepts

. NT1 disciplines

. . NT2 economics

. . . NT3 household economics

. . NT2 physics

. . . NT3 sound

. . . . NT4 noise

. . NT2 religion

. . . NT3 Catholicism

. . . . NT4 post-Tridentine Catholicism

Time

. NT1 days of the week

. . NT2 Friday

. . NT2 Monday

. . NT2 Saturday

. . NT2 Sunday

. . NT2 Thursday

. . NT2 Tuesday

. . NT2 Wednesday

. NT1 historical periods

. . (historical periods by historic time)

. . NT2 thirteenth century

. . NT2 twelfth century

. . (historical periods by name)

. . NT2 Counter-Reformation
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. . NT2 early Irish (pre-1200)

. . NT2 medieval

. NT1 seasons

. . (seasons by activity)

. . NT2 harvest (season)

. . (seasons by name)

. . NT2 autumn

. . NT2 spring (season)

. . NT2 summer

. . NT2 winter

. NT1 times of the day

. . NT2 dawn

. . NT2 daytime

. . NT2 dusk

. . NT2 night-time

Place/Space/Environment

. NT1 geographical features

. . (geographical features by function)

. . NT2 landmarks (geographical features)

. . (geographical features by type)

. . NT2 bogs

. . NT2 forests

. . NT2 lakes

. . NT2 mountains

. . NT2 rivers

. . NT2 springs (water)

. . NT2 swamps

. NT1 landscapes

. . NT2 man-made landscapes

. . . NT3 gardens

. . . NT3 orchards

. . . NT3 pastures

. . NT2 natural landscapes

. NT1 legendary and spiritual places

. . NT2 fairy forts

. . NT2 hell

. . NT2 purgatory
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Products

. NT1 animal products

. . NT2 dairy products

. . . NT3 eggs

. . . NT3 milk

. . NT2 hides and skins

. . . NT3 leather

. . . NT3 pelts

. . NT2 hive products

. . . NT3 honey

. . NT2 meat

. . . NT3 beef

. NT1 crops

. . NT2 cereals

. . . NT3 barley

. . . NT3 oats

. . . NT3 rye

. . . NT3 wheat

. . NT2 fruits

. . NT2 vegetables

. . . NT3 cabbages

. . . NT3 root vegetables

. . . . NT4 onions

. . . . NT4 potatoes

. NT1 fibre products

. . NT2 textiles

. . . NT3 linen

. . NT2 wool (yarn)

. NT1 food products

. . NT2 animal foodstuffs

. . . NT3 fodder

. . NT2 drinks

. . . NT3 alcoholic drinks

. . . NT3 coffee

. . . NT3 tea

. . NT2 foodstuffs

. . . (foodstuffs by function)

. . . NT3 condiments
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. . . (foodstuffs by location)

. . . NT3 international foods

. . . NT3 local foods

. . . (foodstuffs by name)

. . . NT3 bread

. NT1 luxury products

. . NT2 snuff

. . NT2 tobacco

. NT1 medical products

. . NT2 remedies

. NT1 waste products

. . NT2 dung

Activities

. NT1 economic activities

. . NT2 catching animals

. . . NT3 fishing

. . . NT3 hunting

. . . . NT4 fowling

. . . . NT4 game hunting

. . . . NT4 poaching

. . NT2 agriculture

. . . NT3 animal husbandry

. . . . (animal husbandry by type of animal)

. . . . NT4 pig farming

. . . . (by type of procedure)

. . . . NT4 breeding (animal husbandry)

. . . . NT4 herding

. . . . NT4 milking

. . . NT3 crop cultivation

. . . . NT4 digging

. . . . NT4 harvesting

. . . . NT4 ploughing

. . . . NT4 threshing

. . . . NT4 winnowing

. . . NT3 land management

. . . . NT4 crop rotation

. . . . NT4 drainage

. . . . NT4 fertilisation (agricultural)

. . . . NT4 irrigation
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. . NT2 trades and crafts

. . . NT3 building and decorative crafts

. . . . NT4 masonry

. . . . NT4 smithing

. . . . NT4 wickerwork

. . . NT3 food production

. . . . NT4 baking

. . . . NT4 butchering

. . . NT3 textiles and leather crafts

. . . . NT4 carding

. . . . NT4 knitting

. . . . NT4 milling

. . . . NT4 needlework

. . . . . NT5 embroidery

. . . . . NT5 lacemaking

. . . . . NT5 quilting

. . . . NT4 spinning

. . . . NT4 teasing

. . . . NT4 textile manufacturing

. NT1 social activities

. . NT2 cleaning and hygiene practices

. . . NT3 hair-cutting

. . . NT3 shaving

. . . NT3 washing

. . NT2 entertainment and recreational activities

. . . NT3 amusements

. . . . NT4 magic tricks

. . . NT3 gambling

. . . NT3 hurling

. . NT2 foodways

. . . NT3 food consumption

. . . . NT4 abstinence

. . . . NT4 cooking

. . . . NT4 drinking

. . . . NT4 eating

. . . . NT4 fasting

. . . NT3 food preparation

. . . NT3 food preservation

. . . NT3 food rituals and practices
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. . . . NT4 prayers at meals

. . . . NT4 table for meals

. NT1 supernatural practices

. . NT2 divination

. . NT2 evil eye

. . NT2 weather manipulation

. . . NT3 lowering the wind

. . . NT3 raising the wind

. . NT2 witchcraft

Processes and Phenomena

. NT1 biological processes and behaviour

. . NT2 breeding (process)

. . . NT3 hatching

. . . NT3 laying

. . . NT3 nesting

. . NT2 appetite

. . NT2 hunger

. . NT2 thirst

. . NT2 animal processes and behaviour

. . NT2 human processes and behaviour

. . NT2 diseases

. . . NT3 animal diseases

. . . . NT4 eye ailments

. . . . . NT5 blindness

. . . . NT4 milk disorders

. . . . . NT5 hard udder

. NT1 chemical processes

. . NT2 fire

. . . NT3 bonfires

. . . NT3 household fires

. . . NT3 night fires

. . NT2 supernatural diseases

. . . NT3 elf-shot

. NT1 naturally occurring phenomena

. . NT2 clouds

. . NT2 drought (weather)

. . NT2 frost

. . NT2 precipitation
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. . . NT3 rain

. . . NT3 snow

. . NT2 storms

. . NT2 tides

. . NT2 waves

. . NT2 winds

. NT1 unnatural phenomena

Events

(events by function)

. NT1 celebratory events

. . NT2 wedding feasts

. NT1 ceremonial events

. . NT2 rites

. . NT2 rituals

. NT1 entertainment and recreational events

. . NT2 carnivals

. . NT2 exhibitions

. NT1 regular events

. . NT2 meals

. . . NT3 breakfast

. . . NT3 dinner

(events by time of year)

. NT1 harvest festivals

. . NT2 Samhain

. NT1 springtime festivals

. . NT2 May Day

(events by type)

. NT1 feast days and religious holidays

. . NT2 All Soul’s Day

. . NT2 Easter

. . NT2 Halloween

. . NT2 Shrove Tuesday

. . NT2 saints’ days

. . . NT3 Feast of St Martin

. . . NT3 St Stephen’s Day

. NT1 festivals of the dead
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Agents

. NT1 people

. . (people by age)

. . NT2 adults

. . NT2 children

. . (people by occupation)

. . NT2 farmers

. . NT2 fishermen

. . NT2 smiths

. . NT2 tailors

. . (people by social grouping)

. . NT2 crews

. . . NT3 fishing crews

. . NT2 households

. NT1 animals

. . (animals by age)

. . NT2 mature animals

. . NT2 newborn animals

. . NT2 young animals

. . (animals by degree of domestication)

. . NT2 domestic animals

. . NT2 domestic birds

. . NT2 wild animals

. . NT2 wild birds

. . (animals by function)

. . NT2 dairy animals

. . NT2 game

. . NT2 livestock

. . NT2 pests

. . NT2 pets

. . NT2 poultry

. . NT2 working animals

. . (animals by species)

. . NT2 amphibians

. . NT2 birds

. . . NT3 chickens

. . . . NT4 cocks

. . . . NT4 hens



. . . NT3 ducks

. . . NT3 geese

. . . NT3 turkeys

. . NT2 fish

. . . NT3 freshwater fish

. . . . NT4 pike

. . . . NT4 salmon

. . . . NT4 sunfish

. . . . NT4 trout

. . . NT3 saltwater fish

. . . . NT4 plaice

. . . . NT4 pollock

. . . . NT4 rays

. . . . NT4 sole

. . . . NT4 whiting

. . . NT3 invertebrates

. . . . NT4 crustaceans

. . . . NT4 insects

. . . . . NT5 bees

. . . . NT4 molluscs

. . . . NT4 spiders

. . . . NT4 worms

. . NT2 mammals

. . . NT3 carnivores

. . . . NT4 cats

. . . . NT4 dogs

. . . . NT4 foxes

. . . . NT4 wolves

. . . NT3 hares and rabbits

. . . . NT4 hares

. . . . NT4 rabbits

. . . NT3 hoofed mammals

. . . . NT4 cattle

. . . . . NT5 bulls

. . . . . NT5 calves

. . . . . NT5 cows

. . . . NT4 deer

. . . . NT4 donkeys
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. . . . NT4 goats

. . . . NT4 horses

. . . . NT4 jennets

. . . . NT4 mules

. . . . NT4 pigs

. . . . NT4 sheep

. . . . . NT5 lambs

. . . NT3 marine mammals

. . . . NT4 porpoises

. . . . NT4 seals

. . . NT3 rodents

. . NT2 reptiles

. NT1 other living organisms

. . NT2 fungi

. . NT2 plants

. . . (plants by function)

. . . NT3 medicinal plants

. . . NT3 weeds

. . . (plants by type)

. . . NT3 flowering plants

. . . . NT4 flax (plant)

. . . NT3 woody plants

. . . . NT4 shrubs

. . . . NT4 trees

. . . (plants by effect)

. . . NT3 cursed plants

. . . . NT4 hungry grass

. NT1 supernatural and legendary beings

. . NT2 banshees

. . NT2 evil spirits

. . NT2 fairies

. . NT2 saints

Objects

. NT1 natural objects

. . NT2 celestial objects

. . . (celestial objects by grouping)

. . . NT3 solar system
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. . . (celestial objects by type)

. . . NT3 planets

. . . NT3 skies

. . . NT3 stars

. NT1 man-made structures

. . NT2 agricultural structures

. . . NT3 corn stacks

. . . NT3 ridges

. . NT2 buildings

. . . NT3 farm buildings

. . . . NT4 animal housing

. . . . . NT5 cow-houses

. . . . . NT5 piggeries

. . . . NT4 outhouses

. . . NT3 fortifications

. . . . NT4 ringforts

. . . NT3 residential buildings

. . . . NT4 houses

. . . NT3 recreational buildings

. . . . NT4 shebeens

. . NT2 historical and commemorative structures

. . . NT3 monuments

. . NT2 landmarks (man-made structures)

. . NT2 water management structures

. . . NT3 wells

. . . . NT4 wells with special powers

. . . . . NT5 holy wells

. NT1 equipment

. . NT2 animal control equipment

. . . NT3 fetters

. . . NT3 muzzles (equipment)

. . . NT3 spancels

. . NT2 craft equipment

. . . NT3 looms

. . NT2 farming equipment

. . NT2 fishing equipment

. . . NT3 fishing boats

. . . . NT4 modern boats

. . . . . NT5 trawlers
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. . . . NT4 traditional boats

. . . . . NT5 cots

. . . . . NT5 currachs

. . . . . NT5 drifters (fishing boats)

. . . . . NT5 seiners

. . NT2 household equipment

. . . NT3 utensils

. . . . NT4 knives (utensils)

. . . . NT4 plates

. . . NT3 vessels

. . . . NT4 cups

. . . . NT4 pitchers

. . NT2 hunting equipment

. . . NT3 snares

. . . NT3 traps

. . NT2 lighting equipment

. . . NT3 bog-deal splinters

. . . NT3 candles

. . . NT3 lanterns

. . . NT3 oil lights

. . . NT3 rushlights

. . NT2 weapons

. . . NT3 knives (weapons)

. . NT2 general equipment

. . . NT3 drills

. . . NT3 nets

. . . NT3 powder

. . . NT3 ropes

. . . NT3 slings

. . . NT3 spades

. NT1 clothing and accessories

. . NT2 accessories

. . . NT3 amulets

. . . NT3 bracelets

. . . NT3 charms (objects)

. . NT2 clothing

. . . NT3 dresses

. . . NT3 kilts
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. NT1 furnishings

. . NT2 household furnishings and decorations

. . . NT3 tables

. NT1 written communications

. . NT2 herb books

. . NT2 licenses

. . NT2 permits

Materials

. NT1 inorganic materials

. . NT2 air (gas)

. . NT2 earth (soil)

. . . NT3 clay

. . NT2 rocks

. . NT2 water (liquid)

. NT1 organic materials

. . NT2 plant materials

. . . NT3 hay

. . . NT3 seeds

. . . NT3 straw

. NT1 classical elements

. . NT2 air (element)

. . NT2 earth (element)

. . NT2 fire (element)

. . NT2 water (element)

(materials by function)

. NT1 fertilisers

. . NT2 fuels

. . . NT3 coal

. . . NT3 fire-seed

. . . NT3 turf

. . . NT3 wood (fuel)

Attributes and Properties

. NT1 biological properties

. . NT2 fertility

. NT1 economic properties

. . NT2 productivity
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. NT1 physical attributes

. . NT2 dry

. NT1 positional attributes

. . NT2 cardinal points

. . . NT3 east

. . . NT3 north

. . . NT3 south

. . . NT3 west

. NT1 religious attributes

. . NT2 Catholic

. NT1 thermal attributes

Parts and Components

. NT1 object components

. . NT2 boat parts

. . . NT3 oars

. . . NT3 rudders

. . NT2 building components

. . . NT3 fireplaces

. . . NT3 floors

. . . NT3 hearths

. NT1 parts of the body

. . NT2 feathers

. . NT2 fleece

. . NT2 fur

. . NT2 hair

. . NT2 skin

. . NT2 tails

. . NT2 wool (fibres)
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